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Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences
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Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
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Australian Capital Territory
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Basin Plan Water Trading Rules
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Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder
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Council of Australian Governments

DELWP

Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

DNRME

Queensland Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy

DOI Water New South Wales Department of Industry (Water)
GL
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Irrigation Corporation and District
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infrastructure operator

IIO

irrigation infrastructure operator
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Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (NSW)

KL

kilolitre (one thousand litres)

MDB

Murray–Darling Basin

MDBA

Murray–Darling Basin Authority
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Murray Irrigation Limited
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national resources management
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Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010
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Water Market Rules 2009
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water planning and management
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Glossary
Basin Plan

A high level framework on which the Australian Government and Basin states
agreed, and that sets standards for the management of the Murray–Darling
Basin’s water resources in a coordinated and sustainable way in collaboration
with the community. Officially known as the Basin Plan 2012.

Basin Plan Water
Trading Rules
(BPWTR)

Rules set out in Part 12 of the Basin Plan that relate to the trade or transfer of
tradeable water rights. The rules commenced on 1 July 2014 and are enforced
by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority.

Basin state agencies

Basin state departments and water authorities.

Basin states

States and territories which reside partly or wholly within the MDB. This
includes New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, the ACT.

bulk water charge

A charge payable for either (or both) the storage of water for, or the delivery
of water to:
(i) infrastructure operators
(ii) other operators of reticulated water systems
(iii) other persons (including private diverters and environmental water
holders).

carryover

Arrangements that allow water entitlement holders to hold allocated water in
storages so it is available in subsequent years.

infrastructure charge

Charges that infrastructure operators impose for access to their water service
infrastructure, and for services provided in relation to that access.

infrastructure operator Any person or entity that owns or operates infrastructure for one or more of
(IO)
the following purposes:
(i) the storage of water
(ii) the delivery of water
(iii) the drainage of water
for providing a service to someone who does not own or operate the
infrastructure.
irrigation
An infrastructure operator that owns or operates water service infrastructure
infrastructure operator for delivering water for the primary purpose of irrigation.
(IIO)
irrigation network

As defined in s. 7(4) of the Water Act 2007, the water service infrastructure of
an irrigation infrastructure operator. In practice, an irrigation network typically
constitutes a network of carriers (open channels, pipes and/or natural
waterways) that convey water from a water source through customer service
points to customer properties. It may be either a gravity fed network (typically
using channels and/or natural waterways) or a pressurised network (using
pipes).

irrigation right

A person’s right against an IIO to receive water, which is not a water access
right or a water delivery right. It usually can be transformed into a water
access entitlement.

infrastructure service

Access, or a service provided in relation to access, to water service
infrastructure. It includes the storage, delivery, drainage and taking of water.

non-volumetric charge A charge that does not reference a volume of a water right—for example, a
charge that is levied per account, per outlet or per meter.

vi
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off‑river infrastructure The storage, delivery and/or drainage of water diverted from a natural
service/off‑river
watercourse through a network consisting of channels and/or pipes (which
infrastructure operator can be gravity fed or pressurised) to another person. An operator providing
such services is an off‑river infrastructure operator.
on‑river infrastructure The harvesting and storing of water through infrastructure such as dams,
service/on‑river
lakes, weirs and reservoirs located primarily on a natural watercourse, and
infrastructure operator the delivery of water primarily through natural watercourses. An operator
providing such services is an on‑river infrastructure operator.
private diverter

An irrigator that extracts water directly from a natural watercourse (either a
regulated or unregulated river).

regulated water
charge

A water charge to which any of these three sets of water charge rules applies:

Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules
Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules
Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules
See s. 91 of the Water Act 2007 for a full definition.

termination

When a person terminates or surrenders the whole or part of a right of access
to an irrigation infrastructure operator’s network, typically by terminating a
water delivery right.

termination fee

A fee that an irrigation infrastructure operator may impose when an irrigator
terminates their water delivery right.

the Water Act

Water Act 2007 (Cth).

total network access
charge

Amount on which the termination fee multiple is applied to calculate a
maximum termination fee. It is the sum of all amounts that would have been
payable for access to an operator’s irrigation network by an irrigator for a full
financial year if termination or surrender had not occurred, excluding:

any amount for the amount of water actually delivered to the terminating
irrigator (that is, variable irrigation network charges)

any amount for the storage of water
connection/disconnection fees
any amount that exceeds the cost of providing irrigators with access to an
operator’s irrigation network

fees under ACCC approved contracts.
tradeable water right

One of:
(i) water access rights
(ii) water delivery rights
(iii) irrigation rights.

transformation

Process by which an irrigator permanently transforms their entitlement to
water under an irrigation right against an irrigation infrastructure operator into
a water access entitlement held by the irrigator (or anybody other than the
operator), thereby reducing the volume (for example, the share component)
of the operator’s water access entitlement.

volumetric charge

Charge based on the volume of a water right or physical amount of water. A
fixed volumetric charge is a charge based on the volume of a water right held,
while a variable volumetric charge is a charge based on the volume of the right
that is used in a particular manner.

water access
entitlement

Perpetual or ongoing entitlement, by or under a law of a state, to exclusive
access to a share of the water resources of a water resource plan area.
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water access
entitlement trade

Change of ownership and/or location of a water access entitlement (including
through the establishment of a tagging arrangement).

water access right

Any right conferred by or under a law of a state to hold and/or take water
from a water resource, including:

stock and domestic rights
riparian rights
a water access entitlement
a water allocation.
water allocation

Specific volume of water allocated to water access entitlements in a given
water accounting period.

water allocation trade

Change of ownership and/or location of a particular volume of water
allocation.

watercourse

A river, creek or other natural watercourse (whether modified or not) in which
water is contained or flows (whether permanently or intermittently). It may
be a:
(i) a dam or reservoir that collects water flowing in a watercourse
(ii) a lake or wetland through which water flows
(iii) a channel into which the water of a watercourse has been diverted
(iv) part of a watercourse
(v) an estuary through which water flows.

Water Charge
(Infrastructure) Rules
2010 (WCIR)

Rules for fees and charges payable to an infrastructure operator for:

bulk water charges
access to the irrigation infrastructure operator’s network, or services
provided in relation to that access

matters specified in regulations made under s. 91(1)(d) of the
Water Act 2007.

Water Charge
(Planning and
Management
Information) Rules
2010 (WCPMIR)

Rules relating to charges for water planning and water management activities
in the Murray–Darling Basin, and requiring the publication of the charge details
and the process for determining the charge.

Water Charge
(Termination Fees)
Rules 2009 (WCTFR)

Rules for fees or charges payable to an irrigation infrastructure operator in
relation to terminating access to an operator’s irrigation network (or services
relating to such termination), or surrendering a right to delivery of water
through the operator’s irrigation network.

water delivery right
(WDR)

Right to have water delivered by an infrastructure operator. It typically
represents the holder’s right of access to an irrigation network (there may also
be a right to drainage), and can be terminated.

Water Market Rules
2009 (WMR)

Rules dealing with actions or omissions of an irrigation infrastructure operator
that prevent or unreasonably delay transformation arrangements or trade of
the resulting water access entitlement.

water service
infrastructure

Infrastructure for one or more of the following purposes:
(i) the storage of water
(ii) the delivery of water
(iii) the drainage of water
for providing a service to another person.

viii
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The ACCC’s role in the
Murray–Darling Basin: a
guide to key elements of
the regulatory framework

Murray River and Horseshoe Lagoon, Albury NSW
Source: Brayden Dyles (Murray–Darling Basin Authority)

1.

The ACCC’s role in the Murray–
Darling Basin: a guide to key elements
of the regulatory framework

Key points

Australian and Basin state laws, regulations and policies govern the rural water sector. Reviewed
regularly, the regulatory framework has evolved and is complex.

The Water Act 2007 is the key legislation that enables the Australian Government and the Basin
states to manage Murray–Darling Basin (MDB) water resources in the national interest.

On 3 April 2019, the Australian Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources amended the water
charge rules. The amendments will consolidate the three sets of rules into one instrument. The
changes are scheduled to take effect on 1 July 2020.

Australian and Basin state agencies share responsibility for administering the rural water

framework in the MDB. The Murray–Darling Basin Authority is the primary body responsible
for planning the Basin’s water resources, and has a wide range of roles, including implementing
the Murray–Darling Basin Plan. Basin state governments play a variety of roles in managing
water allocation frameworks, including water use monitoring and compliance activities (often
performed by state-based regulatory bodies).

Water access rights, water delivery rights and irrigation rights are collectively referred to as

‘tradeable water rights’. MDB tradeable water rights markets have different levels of maturity.
Water allocation trade is well established with high trade volumes, while other markets (such as
water delivery right markets) are still developing and have lower trade volumes.

Tradeable water rights have benefits and costs. Transforming an irrigation right into a water

access entitlement, for example, can offer the licence holder increased flexibility, but may come
with added costs.

This chapter helps the reader of the ACCC’s water monitoring report understand the institutional
framework and arrangements that govern the rural water sector in the Murray–Darling Basin (MDB):

Section 1.1 explains the roles of the Australian Government, Basin states and other government
agencies in the MDB.

Section 1.2 describes the role of the ACCC in the MDB.
Section 1.3 discusses the components of the rural water supply chain, including irrigation
infrastructure operators and rural water users.

Section 1.4 outlines the unbundling of water rights and the history of MDB governance.
Section 1.5 explains tradeable water rights, including rights to water access, irrigation and delivery.
Chapter 2 explains how water charging works in the MDB. It explains the different types of charges
imposed on water users, and how on-river and water planning and management (WPM) charges are
passed through the supply chain.

2
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1.1

The Australian Government and Basin states share
governance of the Murray–Darling Basin rural water
sector

The MDB is Australia’s most important agricultural region and extends across four states and one
territory (Basin states). Water management and regulation in the MDB is complex, partly reflecting
the diverse natural landscapes and climatic conditions present in the MDB, and that governance has
evolved over many decades across different states. Another complication is that Basin states have
constitutional responsibility for the management of water resources, while the Water Act 2007 (the
Water Act) and the Murray–Darling Basin Plan (Basin Plan) establish a significant and ongoing role for
the Australian Government.1
Australian and Basin state regulation and policy govern most aspects of the rural water sector
(including through intergovernmental agreements on water sharing between Basin states, water trading
and other matters). Reviewed and modified regularly, this regulatory framework has evolved:

The Water Act is the key legislation that enables the Australian Government and the Basin states to

manage MDB water resources in the national interest. It promotes the use and management of MDB
water resources to optimise economic, social and environmental outcomes.

Basin state governments play a number of roles in administering water allocation frameworks, which

underpin most water users’ access to and use of water via the system of tradeable water rights. They
also undertake WPM activities to manage water use and its impacts.2

Section 1.1.1 details the timeline of major governance events in the MDB. Section 1.1.2 describes the
roles of individual agencies in managing the rural water sector.

1.1.1

History of water reform and management in the Murray–Darling
Basin

The history of water management and reform in the MDB is complex. Table 1.1 is a timeline of the major
governance events in the MDB.
Table 1.1

Timeline of major governance events in the Murray–Darling Basin

Year

Event

1863

First inter-colonial conference on the navigability and management of inland rivers between New South Wales,
Victoria and South Australia
Failed to clarify responsibility for works on rivers, such as the Murray, which flowed through more than one
colony

1887–94

South Australian Royal Commission on the River Murray
Investigated how to use river waters for irrigation without adversely affecting the navigability of the river,
given the natural unreliability of Murray River flows.
Was unsuccessful in consulting formally with New South Wales and Victoria

1914

River Murray Waters Agreement between New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and the Australian
Government
Outlined how water would be shared among the states, and allowed for construction of infrastructure to
regulate the river
Was amended in 1934 and 1982

1

Productivity Commission, Murray–Darling Basin Plan: five-year assessment draft report, August 2018, https://www.pc.gov.
au/inquiries/completed/basin-plan/draft, viewed 20 December 2018, p. 286.

2

Under their own state water management laws.
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Year

Event

1917

River Murray Commission established
Established to administer the River Murray Waters Agreement, manage the efficient sharing of water, and
coordinate construction3

1949

Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric Power Act 1949 introduced
Aimed to divert water from the Snowy, Eucumbene and Murrumbidgee rivers to the Murray and
Murrumbidgee rivers to counteract the effects of severe drought
Established the Snowy Mountain Hydro-electric Authority4

1985

Murray–Darling Basin Ministerial Council established

1987

(First) Murray–Darling Basin Agreement between New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia
Added as an amendment to the River Murray Waters Agreement of 1914
Set out water sharing arrangements and aimed to coordinate effective planning and management of the
MDB

1992

(Second) Murray–Darling Basin Agreement, between New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia
Established the Murray–Darling Basin Commission to replace the River Murray Commission
Replaced the River Murray Waters Agreement of 19145

1994

Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Water Reform Framework established
Aimed to establish an efficient and sustainable water industry, and arrest natural resource degradation
caused by water use
Required the development of a system of water allocations and entitlements
Was incorporated into the National Competition Policy Agreements in 1995 to be implemented by 2001
(later extended to 2005)6

1995

Murray–Darling Basin (MDB) water diversions cap introduced
Implemented an interim cap on water diversions based on 1993–94 levels of use, which was made
permanent in 1997
Forced water users to obtain extra water via the market rather than increased diversions

1995

National Framework for the Implementation of Property Rights in Water developed
Clearly defined property rights to facilitate the trade of water rights7

1996

Queensland signed the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement

1998

ACT signed the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement8

2004

Intergovernmental Agreement on the National Water Initiative, signed by all Basin jurisdictions
Established the National Water Commission (abolished in 2014)
Provided a national blueprint for water reform based on a shared commitment to increase the efficiency of
Australia’s water use and improve certainty9
Developed and extended the original water reform strategic framework from 199410

4

3

State Library of South Australia, ‘River Murray Timeline’, http://www.samemory.sa.gov.au/site/page.cfm?u=1513, viewed
4 February 2018.

4

Snowy Hydro, ‘The Snowy Mountains Scheme’, https://www.snowyhydro.com.au/our-energy/hydro/the-scheme/, viewed
13 January 2019.

5

State Library of South Australia, ‘River Murray Timeline’, viewed 4 February 2019.

6

National Competition Policy, ‘Related reform—water’, http://ncp.ncc.gov.au/pages/water, viewed 17 January 2019.

7

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Promoting efficient and effective water trading across the
Murray–Darling Basin, https://www.accc.gov.au/Promoting%20efficient%20and%20effective%20water%20trading%20
across%20the%20Murray-Darling%20Basin.pdf, viewed 17 January 2019.

8

State Library of South Australia, ‘River Murray Timeline’, viewed 4 February 2019.

9

Australian Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, ‘National Water Initiative’, http://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/
policy/nwi, viewed 4 February 2019.

10

National Competition Policy, ‘Related reform—water’, http://ncp.ncc.gov.au/pages/water, viewed 17 January 2019.
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Year

Event

2007

Water Act 2007 (Water Act) introduced
Established the Murray–Darling Basin Authority and the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder, and
prompted development of the Murray–Darling Basin Plan (Basin Plan)
Created the Water Market Rules and provided the basis for the water charge rules and, through the Basin
Plan, the water trading rules (which began in 2014)
Created water related functions for the ACCC and the Bureau of Meteorology11

2008

Intergovernmental Agreement on Murray–Darling Basin Reform
Committed Basin state governments to Basin-wide management and planning
Included arrangements for critical human needs, comprehensive and consistent trading arrangements
across the Basin, and the preparation of a whole of MDB plan12

2008

Water Act amended by the Water Amendment Act 2008; signing of the (third) Murray–Darling Basin Agreement
Agreement gave effect to the Basin Plan, the Water Act and state water entitlements
Aimed to ‘promote and coordinate effective planning and management for the equitable, efficient and
sustainable use of the water and other natural resources of the MDB’13

2008

Formation of the Murray–Darling Basin Authority
Operates as the principal government agency in charge of planning MDB water resources

2012

Release of the Murray Darling Basin Plan
Provides for integrated management of MDB water resources in ways that support the Water Act14
Deferred a number of state responsibilities to the Australian Government
Sets out how much water can be taken from the MDB each year, and legislated the requirement for 2750 GL
of water each year to be recovered for environmental purposes15

2013

Intergovernmental Agreement on Implementing Water Reform in the Murray–Darling Basin
Ensures water reforms, including the Basin Plan, are implemented in a cost-effective way to support national
interests
Builds on the 2008 agreement of the same name16

2013

Murray–Darling Basin Plan Implementation Agreement
Signed by Basin states’ water agencies and the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder to clarify
obligations for implementing the Basin Plan17

2016

ACCC Advice to Government on Amendments to the water charge rules18
Led to the Australian Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources to change the rules in 2017 and 2019

2018

COAG endorsement of the Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact
Commits the Basin states and the Australian Government to adopt a transparent and consistent approach to
management and regulation19

11

MDBA, ‘The Water Act’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/about-us/governance/water-act, viewed 4 February 2019.

12

COAG, ‘COAG Meeting Communiqué, 3 July 2008’, https://www.coag.gov.au/node/278, viewed 17 January 2019.

13

MBDA, ‘The Water Act’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/about-us/governance/water-act, viewed 4 February 2019.

14

Water Act 2007

15

Murray–Darling Basin Plan 2012

16

Intergovernmental Agreement on Implementing Water Reform in the Murray Darling Basin, https://www.coag.gov.au/sites/
default/files/agreements/iga-water-reform-murry-basin-march-2017.pdf, viewed 4 February 2019.

17

Murray–Darling Basin Plan 2012 Implementation Agreement, 7 August 2013, https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/
pubs/MDB-Plan-2012-Implementation-Agreement_final_7-Aug-2013_updated-signature-block.pdf, viewed 25 March 2019.

18

The water charge rules collectively refer to the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010, the Water Charge (Termination
Fees) Rules 2009 and the Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010.

19

Murray–Darling Basin Compliance Compact, https://www.mdba.gov.au/sites/default/files/pubs/Basin-ComplianceCompact-12-December-2018.pdf, viewed 4 February 2019.
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Year

Event

2019

Scheduled ‘full’ implementation of the Basin Plan
By 1 July 2019, planned finalisation of the water recovery targets and start of the sustainable diversion limits
By 31 December 2019, planned finalisation of all water resources plans (box 1.1)

2020

Planned changes to the water charge rules
Amendments to the water charge rules, including consolidating the three current water charge rules
instruments into a single instrument, will take effect on 1 July 2020

2026

Scheduled review of the Basin Plan 20

Box 1.1:

Water resource plans and sustainable diversion limits

Under the Murray–Darling Basin Plan (the Basin Plan), Basin state governments are required to
develop water resource plans (WRPs) that set out the rules for how water is used at a local or
catchment level, including how much water can be taken from the system. These limits ensure the
sustainable diversion limit (SDL) is not exceeded over time. Basin state governments are responsible
for complying with WRPs and accounting for water taken from the river system.21
SDLs identify how much water can be used in each area of the Murray–Darling Basin (MDB) and
overall while leaving enough water to sustain natural ecosystems. The SDL is focused on limiting
consumptive water use across the MDB. It includes a mechanism to adjust southern MDB SDLs,
and limits the amount that SDLs can be adjusted up or down by a maximum of 5 per cent
(around 543 GL). The SDL adjustment mechanism has two parts—supply projects (which aim to
improve water infrastructure and river operating rules to deliver more water for the environment),
and efficiency projects (which improve water delivery systems (including urban and on-farm
infrastructure) to allow more water to be used for environmental purposes, as long as the result has
the same or better social and economic outcome). Supply projects, which effectively allow the SDL
to be increased, are known as ‘up water’ projects. Efficiency projects allow the SDL to be reduced,
and are known as ‘down water’ projects.22
WRPs for all WRP areas were originally intended to be accredited by 30 June 2019 with SDLs
scheduled to come into effect on the same date. In December 2018 the Basin Plan annual report
card determined WRPs were at risk of delay.23 In the same month, new regulations were passed to
allow Basin state governments to request extensions of up to 10 months for WRP accreditation.24
The MDB Ministerial Council agreed on 14 December 2018 that the SDLs would take effect from
1 July 2019, regardless of WRP accreditation status. This is to be achieved through bilateral
agreements between the Australian and Basin state governments to ensure key elements of WRPs
are given effect from 1 July 2019 where WRPs are not accredited by that date. The Ministerial
Council agreed that delayed WRPs are to be accredited by 31 December 2019.25

6

20

MDBA, ‘Basin Plan timeline’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan-roll-out/basin-plan/basin-plan-timeline, viewed
25 March 2019.

21

MDBA, ‘Water resource plans’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan-roll-out/water-resource-plans, viewed 25 March 2019.

22

MDBA, ‘Sustainable diversion limits’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan-roll-out/sustainable-diversion-limits/sdlam,
viewed 25 March 2019.

23

MDBA, ‘Basin Plan annual report card’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/basin-plan/basin-plan-annual-report-card, viewed
25 March 2019.

24

Water Amendment (Water Resource Plan Accreditation) Regulations 2018.

25

MDBA, ‘Murray–Darling Basin Ministers meet in Melbourne’, 14 December 2019, https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/
murray-darling-basin-ministers-meet-melbourne, viewed 14 March 2019.
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1.1.2

A number of state and Australian government agencies play a
role in managing the rural water sector

Responsibility for upholding the rural water framework is shared among a range of
government agencies:
The Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA), established by the Water Act, is responsible for
developing an overarching plan for MDB water resources. Its broad roles include, but are not limited to:

developing and implementing the Basin Plan
facilitating water trade by enforcing the water trading rules
advising the Minister for Water Resources on accreditation of water resource plans (WRPs)
operating the River Murray system to deliver water efficiently to users on behalf of Basin states
(activities known as River Murray Operations).26

The ACCC has a range of advisory, monitoring and compliance roles in the rural water sector, as
explained in section 1.2.
The Productivity Commission is responsible for undertaking triennial assessments of progress towards
achieving the objectives and outcomes of the National Water Initiative (NWI), and five-yearly inquiries
into the effectiveness of the Basin Plan’s implementation.27
The Bureau of Meteorology has functions relating to managing, reporting on, and advising on
Australia’s water information, including patterns of water use, the future availability of water resources,
and water market activity.28
The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES) also monitors
water market activity. It releases monthly reports on allocation and entitlement prices.29
The Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder (CEWH) manages the Commonwealth’s
environmental water assets (acquired through Australian Government’s water purchasing and
investment in water saving infrastructure), and administers the Environmental Water Holdings Special
Account. The CEWH is supported by the Commonwealth Environmental Water Office.30
The MDBA (on behalf of the Living Murray program) and the Basin state governments (through the
Victorian Environmental Water Holder, the New South Wales Office of Environment and Heritage, and
the South Australian Department of Environment and Water) also play a role in the management and
delivery of environmental water.31
The Australian Department of Agriculture and Water Resources is primarily responsible for providing
policy advice and implementing water programs such as the Sustainable Rural Water Use and
Infrastructure Program and the Commonwealth On-Farm Further Irrigation Efficiency Program.32
Basin state governments have planning, policy and regulation roles within their jurisdiction, such as:

developing and enforcing compliance with WRPs, including accounting for water taken from the
river system

undertaking water planning and management activities, and imposing charges on water users to
recover the cost of these activities

26

MDBA, ‘About us’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/about-us, viewed 19 December 2018.

27

Water Act 2007, ss. 87–8.

28

Ibid, s. 120.

29

ABARES, ‘Water’, http://www.agriculture.gov.au/abares/research-topics/water, viewed 20 December 2018.

30

Water Act 2007, s. 105; South Australian Department of the Environment and Energy, ‘Commonwealth Environmental Water
Office’ http://www.environment.gov.au/water/cewo, viewed 19 December 2018.

31

MDBA, ‘Delivering environmental water’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/managing-water/environmental-water/deliveringenvironmental-water, viewed 20 December 2018.

32

MDBA, ‘Government partnerships’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/about-us/partnerships-engagement/governmentpartnerships, viewed 4 February 2019.
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contributing to intergovernmental policy development and funding to the MDBA’s joint programs
managing water trade within and between states, including developing and implementing trading
rules and processing, approving and registering water trades

managing the entitlement framework, including processing licence applications and determining
seasonal water allocations for water access entitlement (WAE) holders.33

A number of state-based regulators also play an important role in upholding the Water Act and related
legislative framework within the MDB:

New South Wales’ Natural Resource Access Regulator was established in April 2017, and is

responsible for compliance and enforcement of water management legislation in that state (see
section 7.1.1 of the 2017–18 Report).34

The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) sets prices for bulk water services in New
South Wales, as well as WPM charges.35

Victoria’s Essential Services Commission is responsible for the economic regulation of the water

sector in Victoria, and plays a similar role to IPART in reviewing and determining prices for water
services in the MDB.36

The Queensland Competition Authority is responsible for recommending irrigation prices charged
by SunWater and Seqwater.37

The Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission sets prices for water services in the ACT,
and advises the ACT Government on water matters.38

In addition to the above organisations, the National Water Commission operated from 2004 until 2014.
It was created to assist with the effective implementation of the NWI. The Commission had functions
to monitor, audit, assess and provide advice to the Council of Australian Governments on water issues
and progress against the NWI. Between 2004 and 2014, it was tasked with preparing the triennial
NWI review and the five-year assessment of the Basin Plan now undertaken by the Productivity
Commission.39

1.2

The ACCC has roles under the Water Act 2007

The Water Act gives the ACCC three main functions in the MDB:40

advising the Minister on the water market rules and water charge rules, and the MDBA on water
trading rules (which form part of the Basin Plan and are enforced by the MDBA)

enforcing the water market rules and water charge rules
monitoring regulated water charges, transformation and termination arrangements and compliance
with the rules.41

8

33

MDBA, ‘Governance of water management in the Murray–Darling Basin’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/about-us/governance,
viewed 20 December 2018.

34

New South Wales Department of Industry, ‘About NRAR’, https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/natural-resources-accessregulator/about-nrar, viewed 20 December 2018.

35

IPART, ‘Setting water prices’, https://www.ipart.nsw.gov.au/Home/Industries/Water/Setting-water-prices, viewed
20 December 2018.

36

Essential Services Commission, ‘How we regulate the water sector’, https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/water/how-we-regulatewater-sector, viewed 20 December 2018.

37

Queensland Competition Authority, ‘Water’, http://www.qca.org.au/Water, viewed 20 December 2018.

38

Independent Competition and Regulatory Commission, ‘Water and Sewerage’, https://www.icrc.act.gov.au/water-andsewerage/, viewed 20 December 2018.

39

National Water Commission, ‘National Water Commission’, http://webarchive.nla.gov.au/gov/20160615060431/http://nwc.
gov.au/, viewed 20 December 2018.

40

In certain circumstances, the ACCC can have a limited price setting role under the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules;
however, Basin state regulators are accredited to carry out these functions in both Victoria and New South Wales.

41

sections 1.2.4 and 1.5.2 of the Water Act 2007.
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Our roles in these areas help to ensure water markets work to allocate scarce resources efficiently
among competing water users (and uses), and to limit how infrastructure operators (IOs) can exercise
their market power over irrigators and other customers.42 The nature of water infrastructure means
competition is unlikely to develop among IOs. Without competition, prices, quality, service levels and
innovation can diverge from competitive levels, which can result in less efficient market outcomes.
We also work to improve understanding of our functions and the rural water sector more broadly. Our
published information, guidance on compliance issues, and other educational activities help ensure IOs
and their customers, as well as stakeholders more broadly, can clearly grasp the legislative framework
and their resulting rights and responsibilities.
We carry out our functions in relation to the four sets of rules made under Part 4 of the Water Act
(described in the following sections, which also explain our broader roles in the rural water sector).
Collectively, the water charge rules refer to:

the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010 (WCIR)—section 1.2.1
the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 (WCTFR)—section 1.2.2
the Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010 (WCPMIR)—section 1.2.3.
On 3 April 2019, the Minister amended the water charge rules.43 The Minister had already accepted the
ACCC’s advice and removed the requirements for some IOs to prepare network service plans, with this
change coming into effect on 1 July 2017. To enhance pricing transparency, the rule changes require
IOs to provide more detail on their schedules of charges, and to provide customers with information on
any termination fees they propose to charge. The Minister rejected our advice on non-discrimination
provisions, distributions and removing customers’ private right of action against IOs, however. The
proposed changes will consolidate the three sets of water charge rules into a single instrument.
In the 2017–18 Report and this supplementary information, we refer to the water charge rules as they
stand (before 1 July 2020). Box 1.2 outlines the ACCC’s review of the rules, while box 1.3 summarises
the proposed rule changes.

1.2.1

Explaining the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010

The WCIR set requirements for charges payable to IOs for both on‑river infrastructure and off-river
infrastructure services.44 They promote pricing transparency across the MDB and prohibit certain
discriminatory pricing practices. For example, an IO is prohibited from levying a regulated charge for an
infrastructure service that it provides to the customer, unless it gave the customer its current schedule
of charges at least 10 business days before the service is provided.45 The WCIR came into effect on
12 April 2011.
We reviewed the WCIR in 2015–16 as part of our review of the water charge rules (box 1.2). Following
our advice, on 31 January 2017, the Minister repealed Part 5 of the WCIR effective from 1 July 2017.
Part 5 related to the requirement for irrigation infrastructure operator’s (IIOs) that met certain
requirements to prepare network service plans. The Minister has now further amended the WCIR with
the changes to commence on 1 July 2020 (box 1.3).

42

ACCC, Review of the Water Charge Rules final advice, September 2016, https://www.accc.gov.au/ACCC%20Review%20
of%20the%20water%20charge%20rules%20-%20Final%20Advice.pdf, viewed 20 February 2019, p. xv.

43

Australian Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, ‘Australian water markets’, http://www.agriculture.gov.au/
water/markets, viewed 19 February 2019.

44

On‑river services include activities such as water harvesting, management of storages, and river operations. For more
information, see chapter 5 of the WMR.
Off‑river services include activities such as providing delivery and drainage services through access to water service
infrastructure, including irrigation networks. For more information, see chapter 6 of the 2017–18 Report.

45

Rule 7, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.
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1.2.2

Explaining the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009

Irrigators within an IIO network pay off‑river charges to maintain their right of access, or water
delivery right (WDR). In this way, they contribute to the costs of operating the irrigation network. If an
irrigator no longer wants some or all of their access, they are generally required to terminate and pay a
‘termination fee’.
The WCTFR regulate the maximum amount of the termination fee payable. They cap the termination
fee at 10 times the IIO’s total (fixed) network access charges actually paid (or payable) by the irrigator in
the relevant year.
The WCTFR also limit the circumstances in which an IIO can impose a termination fee. An irrigator
cannot, for example, be made to pay a termination fee simply because they have traded their water
access right or their WDR. They contribute to the efficient functioning of water markets by addressing
barriers to trade, and by balancing incentives for efficient investment in irrigation and on-farm
infrastructure, network rationalisation and water trade.
The WCTFR came into full effect on 1 September 2009, and were reviewed by the ACCC in 2015–16 as
part of its review on the water charge rules. The Minister has amended the WCTFR requirements for
termination fees (box 1.3), effective 1 July 2020.
Section 1.5.3 and box 1.9 explain termination fees and the trading of WDRs.

1.2.3

Explaining the Water Charge (Planning and Management
Information) Rules 2010

As part of the NWI, Basin states agreed to pursue cost recovery for their WPM activities. The WCPMIR
aim to improve the transparency of WPM charges and cost recovery for WPM activities.
The WCPMIR require persons determining WPM charges to publish information about these charges
and the costs of activities associated with these charges. They seek to make information on WPM
charges more widely and consistently available across Basin states. The WCPMIR came into effect
on 1 July 2011 and were reviewed by the ACCC in 2015–16, along with the other water charge rules.
The Minister recently announced changes that will maintain the obligation to publish information on
WPM charges but will remove the requirement to disclose the nature and cost of water planning and
management activities related to those charges (box 1.3).

1.2.4

Explaining the Water Market Rules 2009

The Water Market Rules 2009 (WMR) seek to ensure an IIO’s administrative requirements for processing
transformations do not represent a barrier to trade. In New South Wales and South Australia, many
irrigators’ right to water takes the form of an irrigation right held against their IIO.46 The IIO holds the
WAE, and the IIO’s consent is required for an irrigator to trade water available to them under their
irrigation right. IIOs have an incentive to maximise the amount of water delivered through their networks
and, as such, may seek to restrict water trade out of their networks.47
Transformation is the process by which a water user permanently converts an irrigation right into a
WAE to gain greater control over their right, particularly in relation to trade. The WMR prohibit an IIO
preventing or unreasonably delaying an irrigator from transforming an irrigation right into a WAE. The
WMR came into full effect on 1 January 2010.
Section 1.5.2 and boxes 1.5 and 1.6 explain irrigation rights and transformations.
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46

‘Irrigation right’ is defined in s. 4 of the Water Act as ‘a right that (a) a person has against an irrigation infrastructure operator
to receive water, and (b) is not a water access right or a water delivery right.’ See section 1.5.2 for more information.

47

For an example, see case study 7.1 in chapter 7 of our 2016–17 Report, https://www.accc.gov.au/ACCC%20Water%20
Monitoring%20Report%202016%E2%80%9317_0.pdf.
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1.2.5

ACCC advice to change the water charge rules

As noted in box 1.3, the Minister has amended the water charge rules. This decision was informed by
advice (including proposed rules) delivered by the ACCC to the Minister in September 2016 (box 1.2).
Since the current water charge rules were established over eight years ago, water markets, charging
practices and regulatory arrangements in the MDB have evolved.
The Minister publicly released our advice on 14 November 2016, together with an interim response
accepting our advice to remove the requirement for IIOs that met certain requirements to prepare
network service plans. The resulting amendments to the WCIR came into effect on 1 July 2017. The
Minister has made further changes to the rules effective 1 July 2020 that will amend the water charge
rules and consolidate them into one instrument.
Box 1.2 outlines our review of the water charge rules. Box 1.3 summarises the Minister’s decision and
the proposed rule changes.

Box 1.2:

Our review of the water charge rules

The water charge rules were introduced at a time of significant reform across the Murray–Darling
Basin (MDB). Since the three sets of rules were introduced over eight years ago, water markets,
charging practices and regulatory arrangements in the MDB have evolved.
In 2014 the Independent Expert Panel reviewed the Water Act 2007 and recommended that the
ACCC—in consultation with industry and Basin state governments—review the water charge rules.48
In December 2014 the Australian Parliamentary Secretary for Environment and Water Resources
requested we undertake a review and advise on possible amendments.
We consulted widely, meeting with infrastructure operators, representative groups, Basin state
governments and other key stakeholders. We held public forums in major irrigation communities
across the MDB, where interested parties could obtain information about the review and comment
directly to ACCC staff, and commissioned several surveys of irrigators’ views.49 We also published an
issues paper in May 2015 (which elicited 27 submissions) and draft advice in November 2015 on our
proposed amendments to the water charge rules (which elicited 34 submissions).
In our final advice, we advised rule reforms that focus on:

providing Basin-wide protections for customers—particularly by ensuring greater transparency
for customers about how termination fees are calculated, enhancing non-discrimination
obligations, and ensuring operators’ distributions are assigned in an equitable manner

improving pricing transparency for regulated water charges by clarifying what must be included
on an infrastructure operator’s schedule of charges

repealing the requirement for Part 5 operators to produce network service plans
largely returning price regulation of on-river infrastructure operators to Basin states.
Box 1.3 summarises the proposed changes to the water charge rules.

48

Recommendation 11 of the Report of the Independent Review of the Water Act 2007, http://www.environment.gov.au/
water/publications/water-act-review-govt-response, viewed April 2017.

49

These reports are published on the ACCC website. See: Ashton D, Water trading and water charge rules: a survey of irrigators
in the Murray–Darling Basin, ABARES, June 2015, https://www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/water/water-projects/
review-of-the-water-charge-rules-advice-development/issues-paper; Zuo A, Wheeler S and Loch A, Short survey of
Southern Murray–Darling Basin irrigators’ views on the review of the water charge rules—final report, 13 May 2016, https://
www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/water/water-projects/review-of-the-water-charge-rules-advice-development/
draft-advice.
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Box 1.3:

Proposed changes to the water charge rules

On 3 April 2019, the Australian Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources amended the water
charge rules, following ACCC advice on possible amendments (box 1.2).50 Collectively, the water
charge rules are the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010 (section 1.2.1), the Water Charge
(Termination Fees) Rules 2009 (section 1.2.2) and the Water Charge (Planning and Management
Information) Rules 2010 (section 1.2.3). The amendments will take effect from 1 July 2020.
The amendments will change some obligations under the existing water charge rules. The proposed
changes include:

consolidating the three sets of rules into a single instrument
providing greater direction to infrastructure operators on what must be included on their
schedule of charges

providing greater transparency for customers in relation to termination fees and ensuring that
operators’ charges levied on termination only reflect non-volumetric fixed costs

largely return price regulation of on-river infrastructure operators back to Basin states,
simplifying the regulatory framework.

The Minister rejected our advice about strengthening non-discrimination provisions; ensuring
financial and water distributions are equitably made; and removing the private right of action from
customers against IOs.
The ACCC will release updated guidance on the amended rules from mid-2019.

1.2.6

Other roles relevant to the rural sector

We advise the MDBA on the Basin Plan Water Trading Rules (BPWTR).51 We provided advice to the
MDBA on these rules in 2010. Under the Water Act, the MDBA is also required to obtain and have
regard to the ACCC’s advice when preparing amendments to the rules. We refer complaints about
possible BPWTR breaches to the MDBA.
We also have a role in enforcing the fair trading and competition provisions under the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010, which contains the Australian Consumer Law and applies to businesses generally,
including those in the water industry. We have published guides on fair trading obligations for water
brokers and exchanges, and on users’ rights when participating in water markets.52
Our Agriculture Unit was established to examine competition and unfair trading issues with a view to
bringing about greater focus on enforcement of and compliance with the Competition and Consumer
Act 2010 across the agriculture sector. The unit’s three main objectives are to: enhance our engagement
and consultation with the sector; identify key issues for enforcement action; and conduct specific
market studies.
Among other projects, the unit has conducted an inquiry into the dairy industry, and a market study of
the cattle and beef industry, and is currently (as of May 2019) conducting a market study of the wine
grapes industry.53 The Australian Treasurer announced a further year’s funding for the Agriculture Unit
in the April 2019 Budget to continue its work promoting competitive agriculture markets. This funding
is subject to the passage through parliament of the government’s appropriation bills and cannot be
confirmed at the time of this report’s publication.
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50

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, ‘Australian water markets’, http://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/markets,
viewed 19 February 2019.

51

Included in the Basin Plan, the BPWTR cover the trading or transfer of tradeable water rights relating to Murray–Darling
water resources (box 1.4).

52

ACCC, ‘Water trading, brokers & exchanges’, https://www.accc.gov.au/regulated-infrastructure/water/water-tradingbrokers-exchanges, viewed 20 February 2019.

53

For more information about the ACCC’s work on agricultural issues, see ACCC, ‘Agriculture’, http://www.accc.gov.au/aboutus/information-for/agriculture, viewed 20 February 2019.
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1.3

The rural water supply chain has three main
components

The rural water supply chain in the MDB consists of:

government departments and water authorities, which set and implement the policy framework
(section 1.3.1)

on-river and off-river IOs, which manage the resource and deliver services (section 1.3.2)
water users (including irrigators), which extract water directly from groundwater or natural
watercourses (private diverters) or from an IO’s network (section 1.3.3).

1.3.1

Government entities plan for and manage water resources

To plan for and manage water resources, government departments and agencies (including water
authorities) undertake WPM such as:

developing WRPs, which include environmental flow requirements and limits on diversions
managing WAEs
managing trade registers
making water allocation decisions
monitoring water use
undertaking environmental works to reduce the negative impacts of consumptive use.
Governments may recover some or all of the costs of WPM activities through WPM charges. Depending
on the type of charge and the activities they relate to, WPM charges may be levied on IOs or directly on
water users. Chapter 7 of the 2017–18 Report and chapter 2 of this document discuss WPM charges in
more detail.
Government entities also perform additional functions in maintaining the rural water framework
(section 1.3).

1.3.2

Infrastructure operators store, deliver and drain water

IOs own or operate infrastructure to provide a service to another person. Water service infrastructure
can include dams, weirs, channels, pipes and associated equipment. Infrastructure services can include
storing, delivering and draining water. Figure 1.1 shows the distribution of land uses within the MDB in
2017. Notably, irrigation agriculture makes up a relatively small proportion of land within the MDB, with
the majority of this land concentrated in Victoria and Southern New South Wales. Despite this relatively
small area, between 80 and 90 per cent of water diverted from the MDB’s river systems is used for
irrigated agriculture.54

54

MDBA, ‘Discover surface water’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/discover-basin/water/discover-surface-water, viewed 2 May
2019
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Figure 1.1

Source:

Land use in the Murray–Darling Basin, 2017

Bureau of Meteorology, National water account 2017: Murray–Darling Basin geographic information, http://www.
bom.gov.au/water/nwa/2017/mdb/regiondescription/geographicinformation.shtml, viewed 14 January 2019.

In this report, we distinguish between two main IO types according to the infrastructure services that
they provide:

On‑river IOs provide services that include harvesting and storing water using infrastructure (such as
dams, lakes, weirs and reservoirs), and delivering water (primarily through natural watercourses) to
an extraction point on a natural watercourse.

Off‑river IOs provide services that include extracting water from a natural watercourse and

delivering it through a network of channels and/or pipes (which can be gravity fed or pressurised)
to a customer’s extraction point. Chapter 6 of the 2017–18 Report discusses off‑river IOs and their
infrastructure services. Some off-river IOs operate infrastructure primarily for irrigation, and they
are known as IIOs. 55 An off‑river IO may change from being an IIO to not being an IIO (or vice

55
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Section 7(4), Water Act 2007: ‘If water service infrastructure is operated for the purposes of delivering water for the
primary purpose of being used for irrigation: (a) each infrastructure operator for the water service infrastructure is an
irrigation infrastructure operator; and (b) the water service infrastructure is the irrigation network of each of those irrigation
infrastructure operators.’
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versa), depending on the network’s primary purpose. IIOs’ customers use water primarily to irrigate
annual crops such as rice, cotton or pasture, or perennial crops such as nuts or grapes, or for
stock and domestic uses. Other off-river IO customers use water for mining, environmental and
manufacturing applications.
Three of the IOs featured in this report provide both on‑river and off‑river infrastructure services:
Lower Murray Water, Goulburn–Murray Water and SunWater. That is, they act as vertically integrated
operators, not solely on‑river or off‑river.
Before 2014–15, we used terms such as bulk water services, bulk water suppliers and bulk water
charges to describe what we now refer to as on-river infrastructure services, IOs and infrastructure
charges. We also assumed all off-river IOs were IIOs. These terms, as defined in the Water Act and
the Water Regulations, did not effectively capture the full range of services and charges regulated
under the Water Act. As such, we have shifted to the on-river and off-river terminology outlined
above to allow us to report more accurately and comprehensively on charging, termination and
transformation arrangements.

1.3.3

Most water users are irrigators

Irrigators make up the overwhelming majority of river water extractors in the MDB.56 Figure 1.2 shows
the rural water supply chain for three irrigators with different infrastructure service needs.
Customers of on‑river IOs include:

private diverters—who extract water directly from the natural watercourse to their property for their
own use. This water is typically used for irrigation but may be used for other reasons such as mining
or other commercial activities

environmental water holders—who use infrastructure services provided by on-river IOs to deliver
water to help protect and restore rivers, floodplains and wetlands

off‑river IOs—who extract water from the natural watercourse to deliver to their customers through

either pressurised or gravity fed off‑river networks. A subset of offriver IOs, IIOs deliver water for the
primary purpose of irrigation

urban water suppliers—who extract water from natural watercourses to deliver to their urban water
supply network (a type of reticulated water system). Also a subset of off-river IOs, they impose
charges outside the scope of the WCIR. The ACCC does not have a role in urban water charges.

The nature of customers’ demand for water can vary within these four broad categories. Private
diverters’ demand, for example, depends on the crop grown and the season, while environmental water
holder’s demand can depend on whether they require water to be diverted to or away from areas to
manage their environmental characteristics.

56

Australian Bureau of Statistics, Water use on Australian Farms, cat. no. 46180, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/
allprimarymainfeatures/A5A4DA2DF9F997A0CA2571AD007DDFD4?opendocument, viewed April 2017.
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Rural water users

These types of delivery arrangements are
common in NSW and South Australia.

The IIO pays on-river infrastructure charges
to the infrastructure operator for the on-river
storage and delivery of that water, and water
planning and management charges to Basin
State departments or through the on-river
infrastructure operator on the basis of its
water holdings and use. The IIO imposes
additional charges on the citrus irrigator to
recover these costs.

The IIO relies on an on-river infrastructure
operator to release available water into the
river from the dam upstream of the IIO’s
extraction point.

The citrus irrigator pays
charges to his IIO based on the volume of
water delivery right he holds and the amount
of water actually delivered to him.

The IIO is an
,
and uses its infrastructure to divert water from
the river to supply its members, including the
citrus irrigator (an
service). The citrus irrigator has a right to have
water delivered to his farm by the IIO—this is
his water delivery right.

The citrus irrigator is a member and
shareholder of an irrigation infrastructure
operator (IIO). The IIO holds a water access
entitlement on behalf of its members. The
citrus irrigator has a right to a share of this
water—this is his irrigation right.

Figure 1.2

These types of delivery arrangements are common in Victoria
and parts of Queensland.

The dairy irrigator pays separate on-river infrastructure
charges for the storage and delivery of water on-river
(according to the volume of water access entitlement held and
water allocation used), and
for the delivery of
(according to the volume of
water delivery right held and water allocation used).

The dairy irrigator holds a water access entitlement much like a
private diverter, and does not therefore hold an irrigation right.
However, unlike a private diverter, the dairy irrigator’s farm is
water
to
delivery right against his
delivery services from the river to the dairy farm. The
infrastructure operator also provides on-river infrastructure
services (the delivery of water from dam(s) and other sources

These types of delivery arrangements are common throughout
the MDB.

She also pays water planning and management charges for
each megalitre of water access entitlement held and water
allocation used (either directly to Basin State departments, or
through her on-river infrastructure operator).

The rice irrigator pays on-river infrastructure charges to
the infrastructure operator, for the storage and delivery of
that water.

The rice irrigator extracts water directly from the river and relies
on an on-river infrastructure operator to release available
water into the river from the dam upstream of her extraction
point (an on-river infrastructure service).

The rice irrigator has a water access entitlement which
entitles her to a share of the water available from the resource.
Throughout the season, allocation announcements are made
which determine how much water allocation the rice irrigator
is able to use or trade. The rice irrigator extracts water directly
from the river using her own equipment, and for this reason is
considered a private diverter.

Other water users include:

rural stock and/or domestic users
commercial plantations
manufacturing and processing operations
mining operations
town/urban water suppliers.57
Just like irrigators, these other water users require infrastructure services for storing and delivering
water relating to the water access rights that they hold. They typically incur the same types of charge
that irrigators incur when using the same infrastructure services.

1.4

Water rights are no longer ‘bundled’

Historically, water rights in the rural MDB were ‘bundled’ so the holder could do several of the following:

receive a share of available water (for example, a percentage of inflows into a storage, or a share of
the total ‘pool’ of a water resource)

take or use a volume of water (including through specified works)
use water for a specific purpose
use water on land (for example, for irrigation)
have water stored (for example, carryover)
have a volume of water delivered through a natural watercourse (for example, a river)
have a volume of water delivered through human-made infrastructure (for example, an
irrigation network)

access water drainage services
harvest rainfall (for example, in an on-farm dam)
divert or otherwise modify a natural watercourse
discharge water into an aquifer for later extraction.
In particular, water rights were traditionally allocated on a riparian basis. So, the rights to receive a
share of available water, to take or use a volume of water each year, to have that water delivered, and to
use water on specific land (for example, a farm) were ‘bundled’ into a single water right.58 Further, the
bundled water right could generally be bought and sold only through an accompanying sale of land.
That is, water use was largely tied to land, which made it difficult for water users to adjust their water
needs by, for example, trading water with other users or changing where water could be extracted
and used.
Building on National Competition Policy reforms in the 1990s, the NWI committed Basin states
(and other parties) to ‘unbundling’ historical water rights. This unbundling allowed water rights to
be specified and traded separately from land, under a framework that principally recognised WAEs
and water allocations. The Water Act facilitated further unbundling, by acknowledging the following
additional rights:

water access rights—a right to take/hold water from a water resource
WDRs—a right to have water delivered by an IO
irrigation rights—a right that a person holds against an IIO to receive water (which is not a water
access right or a WDR).

57

The water charge rules do not cover charges for urban water supply activities beyond the point at which water has been
removed from an MDB water resource. Regulated water charges incurred by an urban water supplier (and imposed by
another infrastructure operator) may, however, be subject to the water charge rules.

58

This is a general example; specific rights embodied in historical water rights have varied across states and over time.
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These days, the Basin states own water. Rather than possessing a single water right, water users can
own various types of water right that enable them to undertake one or several of the actions listed at
the start of section 1.4.
Basin states are developing WRPs for each MDB catchment, to allocate water among competing uses
(such as environmental, agricultural, domestic and industrial) and individual users. Together with the
state water management laws that establish the legal framework, these WRPs manage rights to take
and use water. They account for current and forecast water availability, and aspects of specific rights
(such as priority). Box 1.1 explains WRPs in greater detail.
The property rights system does not allocate all the available water in the MDB to consumptive water
users. That is, WRPs also set aside water for environmental purposes, for ‘critical human water needs’,
and for other water uses.59 Generally, water set aside for environmental purposes is called ‘planned
environmental water’; unlike many other water rights, it is not a true ‘property right’ that is individually
owned or tradeable.
Full unbundling, which would entail specifying each individual right separately, has not occurred and
is not necessarily desirable. Rights to carryover and rights to on‑river delivery of water, for example,
generally remain part of WAEs.60 Decisions about the appropriate level of further unbundling are
complex, because the costs and benefits will differ across regions and across time. Nevertheless,
further unbundling should be considered when benefits may accrue to water users.
Improving stakeholders’ understanding in these areas will encourage efficient use of water resources
and water infrastructure. It will also facilitate water market operations that benefit water users. The
following sections explain the different types of tradeable water right (water access, irrigation and
delivery), options for managing them, and water charging arrangements in the MDB.

1.4.1

The likelihood of receiving water depends on the type of water
entitlement held

Water users use a range of water products to meet their water needs. These products may include
WAEs (or water shares in Victoria) of differing access priority. A WAE’s access priority dictates
the probability that the water held under the entitlement is available from year to year. The Basin
states announce water allocations against existing WAEs. Allocation announcements are made as a
percentage of water that will be available against the volume held in an entitlement for regulated river
sources (section 1.4.2).
The Water Act and the Basin Plan establish a tiered approach to water sharing in the River Murray
system, and require New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia to prioritise critical human water
needs (and associated conveyance) before any other consumptive uses, such as irrigation. Basin states
then also separate consumptive use into several priority levels.
In New South Wales and Victoria, high security (or high reliability) entitlements are prioritised to receive
their full allocation before general security (or low reliability) entitlements receive an allocation. High
security entitlements can be expected to receive their full allocation of water in all but severe drought
periods, while the complete fulfilment of general security entitlements is much less assured.
In New South Wales, where rain is more variable, a greater proportion of WAEs are general security
than high security. Conversely, in Victoria, there are more high reliability WAEs than low reliability
entitlements.61 This means while two-thirds of the water entitlements issued in the MDB are held
in Victoria (chart 1.1), over 60 per cent of total water entitlement volumes in the MDB are held in
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59

‘Planned environmental water’ is generally used to meet basic environmental standards such as minimum flow requirements,
and may not be used for other purposes. Beyond this purpose, most types of water access right may be used for
environmental purposes. Where water access rights, water delivery rights or irrigation rights are held for the purposes of
achieving environmental outcomes, this is known under the Water Act as ‘held environmental water’. Environmental water
holders (such as the Commonwealth environmental water holder) generally achieve environmental outcomes using water
available via the tradeable water rights system.

60

In certain systems, however, storage rights are separate from a right to a share of available water. These are known as
‘capacity sharing’ schemes.

61

MDBA, ‘Getting the measure of water allocations’, media release, https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/getting-measurewater-allocations, viewed 21 January 2019.
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New South Wales. As expected, high security WAEs in both states trade for a significantly higher price
than general security WAEs because the former offer substantially greater certainty to licence holders.
Chart 1.1

Proportion of water entitlement held
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Source:

Data collected by the ACCC from the Bureau of Meteorology Water Markets Dashboard, http://www.bom.gov.au/
water/dashboards/, viewed 21 March 2019.

Notes:

Total volumes include groundwater. Totals may not add to 100 per cent due to rounding.

In South Australia, once critical human water needs have been met, water is allocated for other
consumptive purposes, such as irrigation. The likelihood of consumptive entitlements receiving their
full water allocation largely depends on the volume of the total water entitlement that South Australia
receives, determined by the MDBA. In years when South Australia receives its full 1850 GL allocation,
irrigators will likely receive a full water allocation.62
In Queensland, high priority allocations receive water allocations first, and are typically used for town
water supply, industry use and high value cropping. Medium priority allocations have lower reliability
and are primarily used for agricultural production.63
Further information on all water market products is available on the MDBA’s website at https://www.
mdba.gov.au/managing-water/water-markets-trade/water-markets-product-information.

1.4.2

Basin state authorities announce water allocations based on
water availability

Basin state authorities make allocation announcements as a percentage of water available against an
entitlement volume, in a regulated water resource. Allocations are determined by water availability,
which is affected by a combination of factors such as water volumes in storages, rainfall, water inflows
from tributaries and evaporation rates.
In New South Wales and Victoria, water allocation announcements are made by the Department
of Industry (Water) (DOI Water) and the Northern Victoria Resource Manager (NVRM). The
announcements are made fortnightly for the major river systems, while some smaller systems in New
South Wales are announced monthly or at even longer intervals (particularly for smallest systems).
Victoria announces its opening allocation in July and makes the final announcement in the following

62

Department for Environment and Water, ‘Water allocations and announcements’, https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/
topics/river-murray/water-allocation-and-carryover/water-allocations-and-announcements, viewed 22 January 2019.

63

Sunwater, ‘Announced Allocations’ http://www.sunwater.com.au/LiteratureRetrieve.aspx?ID=181344, viewed
22 January 2019.
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April. In South Australia, the Department for Environment and Water makes an announcement in April
for the forthcoming water year.64

New South Wales allocations
Opening allocations for the 2017–18 water year were close to or higher than the opening allocations
for 2016–17 water year. 2016–17 was a relatively good water year and opening allocations for 2017–18
reflected water remaining in systems. Closing allocations for general security entitlement holders at
the end of 2017–18 were lower than in 2016–17 due to dry conditions, below average rainfall and low
inflows during the second half of 2017–18.65 Table 1.2 presents New South Wales’ opening and closing
allocations in 2016–17 and 2017–18.
Table 1.2

Selected New South Wales opening and closing allocations, 2016–17 to 2017–18

Allocation type and valley

2016–17

2017–18

Opening

Closing

Opening

Closing

Murray

97%

100%

97%

97%

Murrumbidgee

95%

100%

95%

95%

Lower Darling

20%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

4%

100%

11%

51%

Murrumbidgee

20%

100%

17%

45%

Lower Darling

0%

100%

100%

100%

30%

131%

0%

2%

High Security allocations

Lachlan
General Security allocations
Murray

Lachlan
Source:

Data sourced and collected from allocation announcements by DOI Water.

Victorian allocations
The NVRM announced low allocations at the start of 2017–18 and made gradual increases throughout
the year.66 Despite the low opening allocations in 2016–17, water availability was good and allocations
increased between July and mid-September. The NVRM announced significantly higher allocations at
the start of 2017–18 as a result of higher water reserves remaining in networks from 2016–17.67 Table 1.3
displays Victoria’s opening and closing allocations for high reliability water shares and low reliability
water shares for 2016–17 and 2017–18.

64
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The South Australian Government announced a change to its approach to allocation announcements. It intends to announce
opening allocations on 15 June. During a water year when irrigation allocations are less than 100 per cent, the Department of
Environment and Water will provide fortnightly updates on allocations and monthly updates on water outlook information.

65

Based on information from Water Allocation Statements by the New South Wales DOI during 2017–18.

66

Prior to 2011 the Victorian Water Minister appointed Goulburn–Murray Water to make seasonal allocation determinations for
the northern area of the MDB. From mid-2011 the NVRM determined the seasonal allocation determinations for the region.

67

NVRM Opening seasonal determinations and risk of spill assessment for 2017/18, Monday July 3 2017, https://nvrm.net.au/
seasonal-determinations/history/seasonal-determination-3-july-2017.html, viewed 24 January 2019.
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Table 1.3

Victorian opening and closing allocations, 2016–17 to 2017–18

Allocation type and valley

2016–17

2017–18

Opening

Closing

Opening

Closing

Murray

1%

100%

66%

100%

Broken

0%

100%

1%

100%

Goulburn

8%

100%

36%

100%

Campaspe

0%

100%

100%

100%

Loddon

0%

100%

36%

100%

Bullarook

0%

100%

0%

100%

Murray

0%

5%

0%

0%

Broken

0%

100%

0%

100%

Goulburn

0%

0%

0%

0%

Campaspe

0%

100%

0%

59%

Loddon

0%

0%

0%

0%

Bullarook

0%

100%

0%

100%

High Reliability Water Share

Low Reliability Water Share

Source:

1.4.3

Data sourced and collected by the ACCC from the NVRM’s allocation statements.

Annual allocation market values have been largely driven by
water scarcity and demand

Seasonal allocation announcements play a strong role in driving allocation market prices, the value of
permanent water entitlements and trading decisions. A 2016 report by economics and public policy
firm Aither stated:
Water allocation trading … generally occurs at the margin of water use—once irrigators have
considered soil moisture, rainfall expectations and water allocated to their own water entitlements.
The market price of water allocations is set at the willingness to pay for water (and willingness to
accept payment in exchange for water) at the margin of any individual’s requirements. Importantly,
this means that the average willingness to pay for all irrigation water (i.e. as indicated by the average
gross margin per ML of water use) is unlikely to represent the price of allocations in the market. For
instance, a farmer keen to finish off an irrigation crop is likely to pay more than the average gross
margin per ML.68

68

Aither, Supply-side drivers of water allocation prices: identifying and modelling supply-side drivers of water allocation prices in
the southern Murray–Darling Basin final report, July 2016, p. 6.
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1.5

Tradeable water rights include rights to water access,
irrigation and delivery

This section describes the three types of tradeable water rights: water access rights, irrigation
rights and WDRs. It also describes the process of transferring irrigation rights into WAEs, and
terminating WDRs.

1.5.1

Explaining water access rights

The two main types of water access right are:

WAEs—a perpetual or ongoing entitlement to exclusive access to a share of a water resource
water allocation—a specific volume of water allocated to a WAE in a given water accounting period
(usually a year).

Other types of water access right include stock and domestic rights, and riparian rights.
WAEs and water allocations are generally tradeable, which means both the ownership and/or the
location (of extraction) can be changed. By contrast, trade of other WAEs (such as stock and domestic
rights) may be restricted. Trading a WAE is sometimes referred to as a ‘permanent trade’, because it
results in a permanent change of ownership and/or location. In contrast, trading a water allocation is
sometimes referred to as a ‘temporary trade’. It is also possible to lease a WAE to another person for a
specified term.
The BPWTR (box 1.4) and other relevant Basin state water trading rules apply when trading water
access rights. Among other requirements, the rules require the seller to notify the approval authority or
registration authority in writing of the price agreed for the trade. These trade prices are not regulated
water charges; rather, they represent the value of the water access right that is being traded.
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Box 1.4:

Basin Plan Water Trading Rules

Chapter 12 of the Basin Plan sets out the Basin Plan Water Trading Rules (BPWTR), which
aim to reduce inappropriate restrictions on, and improve transparency of, water trading. The
Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) enforces the BPWTR, although it must seek advice from
the ACCC on any potential amendments to the rules. The rules commenced on 1 July 2014.
The BPWTR apply to the Australian Government, the Basin states, irrigation infrastructure operators
(IIOs) and individual market participants. They require, for example, that:

people declare the sale price of water in writing to their approval authority when trading
free trade of surface water is possible except where a restriction meets criteria such as where
there is a physical constraint, lack of connectivity, or possible environmental harm

IIOs do not unreasonably restrict the trade of water delivery rights
Basin states provide the MDBA with information on the characteristics of water access rights on
issue within the state, and the trading rules within the state.

Additional rules restrict trade when water announcements are not generally available, disclosure
of information to involved parties by approval authorities, the trade of groundwater access rights,
restrictions on the delivery of tagged water, and the use of exchange rates.69 Basin states also
have their own trading rules in their own water or natural resources Acts, and the rules can differ
between a state’s river systems (for reasons such as hydrology and interconnectedness of systems).
The BPWTR, along with the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 and the Water Market
Rules 2009, give effect to the Basin water charging objectives and principles (box 2.5) and the Basin
water market and trading objectives and principles (box 1.5). These objectives and principles are
laid out in schedules 2 and 3 respectively, of the Water Act 2007 (Cth).

69

MDBA, ‘Basin Plan water trading rules’, https://www.mdba.gov.au/managing-water/water-markets-trade/basin-plan-watertrading-rules, viewed 6 February 2019.
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Box 1.5:

Basin water market and trading objectives and principles

The Basin water market and trading objectives and principles establish the framework guiding water
market and trading arrangements in the Murray–Darling Basin. They were initially included in 2004’s
National Water Initiative and later adopted in the Water Act 2007 (Water Act).
The water market and trading objectives are:

to facilitate the operation of efficient water markets and the opportunities for trading, within and
between Basin states, where water resources are physically shared or hydrologic connections
and water supply considerations will permit water trading

to minimise transaction cost on water trades, including through good information flows in

the market and compatible entitlement, registry, regulatory and other arrangements across
jurisdictions

to enable the appropriate mix of water products to develop based on water access entitlements

which can be traded either in whole or in part, and either temporarily or permanently, or through
lease arrangements or other trading options that may evolve over time

to recognise and protect the needs of the environment and
to provide appropriate protection of third-party interests.70
In addition to these objectives, the water market and trading principles prescribe the parameters
through which water market and trading arrangements should be set. The principles include that
water access entitlements may be traded if water resources are physically shared, and that all water
trades should be recorded on a water register.71 The principles also limit the barriers that can be
imposed on water trading, and legislate the requirement to remove existing barriers to trade.72
The Basin water market and trading objectives and principles, along with the Basin water charging
objectives and principles (box 2.5), are given effect by the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules
2009, the Water Market Rules and the Basin Plan Water Trading Rules. They are set out in whole at
schedule 3 of the Water Act.

1.5.2

Explaining irrigation rights

A person holds an irrigation right (which is a right to receive water) against an IIO. In contrast to a water
access right (such as a WAE), irrigation rights are generally contractual rights.73 In most cases, the IIO
must approve any changes to an irrigation right (for example, to trade or otherwise change the volume
of water that a person may receive under their irrigation right).
Irrigation rights are only tradeable within an IIO’s network. Subject to an approval process, IIOs
generally allow irrigation rights to be traded internally permanently or temporarily, both to other
customers of the IIO and/or for use at other locations within the IIO’s network. The BPWTR require
IIOs to make their rules for trading irrigation rights (as well as other tradeable water rights) available to
irrigators and other customers.
To permanently trade a water entitlement under an irrigation right for use outside the IIO’s network,
the irrigation right must be ‘transformed’ into a WAE. IIO and Basin state trade approval fees apply to
transformation and trade.
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Schedule 3, Water Act 2007, p. 578.

71

Each Basin state maintains its own water register for tracking water trades.

72

Schedule 3, Water Act 2007.

73

A person can include a body corporate or other entity that is recognised at law as having ‘legal personhood’. A WAE is held
by the IIO rather than the irrigator.
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Temporarily trading a water allocation to an irrigation right for use outside the IIO’s network (that is, for
an irrigation right holder to ‘sell’ the water allocation to a buyer outside the network) requires a two part
process (figure 1.3):

First, the irrigation right holder must request the IIO undertake the external trade on their behalf.
Second, the IIO trades water allocation from its account to the buyer’s account, then adjusts the
amount of water in the irrigation right holder’s allocation account to reflect the trade.

Trade approval fees for the water allocation trade between the IIO and the buyer are payable to Basin
state trade approval authorities. Also, the IIO may charge its own trade administration fee, payable by
the seller.
Temporary trade to an irrigation right holder from outside the IIO’s network follows the two part
process in reverse. That is, the seller (who holds the water allocation and is located outside the IIO’s
network) undertakes a water allocation trade to the IIO, who increases the amount of water available in
the buyer’s allocation account with the IIO.
Figure 1.3

Trading an irrigation right to an external buyer
Basin State approval
authority

Trade application fee paid
to approval authority
Irrigation Infrastructure
Operator

Seller applies to
operator to
trade externally

Seller pays trade
application fee to
operator

Seller (irrigation right holder)
Note:

Operator trades
water allocation to
Buyer

Buyer pays price
for water allocation
to seller

The seller (irrigation right holder) may directly pay trade application fees to the state approval authority, but this
payment is more likely to go through the IIO.

Transforming irrigation rights into water access entitlements
Temporary trade involving irrigation rights is more complex than trade of water allocations, and it
requires the IIO’s involvement and approval. Permanent trade of irrigation rights can occur only inside
an IIO’s irrigation network.
As an alternative, irrigators who hold irrigation rights can undertake a one-off ‘transformation’ to
convert their irrigation right into a WAE held in their own name. They can then sell or lease some
or all of their WAE or water allocation to water users outside the IIO’s network without seeking the
IIO’s approval. An irrigator can transform their irrigation right directly into a WAE held in the name
of another person (with whom they have agreed to trade). The irrigator can use the WAE as a form
of security when obtaining finance, and gains greater control over carryover decisions. Trade of
WAEs also facilitates scaling of irrigation activities up or down, or moving to a less intensive form of
irrigation activity.
Transformation results in costs and benefits for an irrigation right holder. As identified above,
transformation can give an irrigator more control and flexibility over their water rights, especially in
relation to external trade.
Under the WCIR, IIOs cannot levy a different charge for an infrastructure service for a customer that
holds an irrigation right, than for a customer that does not (because, for example, they transformed
their irrigation right into a WAE). The exception is when the difference in charges reflects an
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underlying difference in the costs of providing the service.74 This rule helps ensure customers that
have transformed are not treated unfairly, and that the IIO charging arrangements do not deter
transformation. WAE and irrigation right holders do not always face the same conditions, however.
The new water charge rules retain this non-discrimination rule on the same terms.
Transformation entails both one-off and ongoing transaction costs for the WAE holder, such as time
taken to manage their own WAE (rather than the IIO managing the entitlement on the WAE holder’s
behalf). Also, IIOs generally require WAE holders to trade water allocations onto the IIO’s account or
licence so the water can be delivered inside the IIO’s network. This action incurs trade approval fees.
Further, if a water allocation is traded onto the operator’s WAE for delivery within the network, it may
also need to be traded back to the WAE holder’s own account, so it can be carried over. Since the
volume of the IIO’s own WAE is reduced during transformation, the IIO may not be able to provide
carryover for customers that hold their own WAEs, without creating third party impacts for irrigation
right holders. Each individual must weigh these costs and benefits when considering transformation.
In New South Wales, transformation is commonly given effect via a trade of ‘share component’ from the
IIO’s New South Wales water access licence to a licence nominated by the transforming customer. In
many cases, the nominated licence is not held by the transforming customer; rather, it is held by a third
party buyer. For this reason, in New South Wales, ‘transformation’ often involves trade to a third party.
Box 1.6 sets out a simple example of transformation. Box 1.7 discusses the costs and time associated
with transforming a water entitlement.
Section 4.1 of the 2017–18 Report includes detail and data on transformations.

74
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Rule 10, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.
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Box 1.6: Transformation in practice
An IIO holds 3000 ML of water access entitlement (WAE), and its customers hold an entitlement to
this water in the form of irrigation rights against the irrigation infrastructure operator (IIO). Irrigators
A and B each hold 100 ML of irrigation right, while other customers hold a combined total of
2800 ML of irrigation right.
Irrigator A wishes to transform all of their irrigation right volume without selling their water. To do so,
irrigator A transforms all of their irrigation right and is issued with a 100 ML WAE (figure 1.4).
Irrigator B wishes to transform all of their irrigation right and immediately sell it to another
person. To do so, irrigator B transforms all of their irrigation right, and the purchaser is issued
with 100 ML WAE (figure 1.4). The WAE held by the IIO has been reduced by 100 ML from each
respective transformation, leaving the IIO with 2800 ML of WAE. The volume of irrigation right held
against the IIO has also been reduced, from 3000 ML to 2800 ML.
Figure 1.4

Transformation process
Irrigation infrastructure operator has 3000 ML of water access entitlement

Irrigator A has 100 ML of
irrigation right

Irrigator B has 100 ML of
irrigation right

Irrigator A transforms
100 ML of irrigation
right

Irrigator B transforms
100 ML of irrigation
right and immediately
sells the water access
entitlement

Irrigator A has 100 ML of
water access entitlement

Purchaser is issued with
100 ML of water access
entitlement

Other irrigators hold
2800 ML of irrigation
right

Irrigation infrastructure
operator retains
2800 ML of water access
entitlement
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Box 1.7:

Costs and time for transforming water entitlements

The Water Market Rules 2009 (WMR) limit the transaction costs that an irrigation infrastructure
operator (IIO) can impose on the transforming irrigator during the transformation process. It
reduces barriers to transformation and, in turn, barriers to participating in water markets.
Transformation processing times
Transformation processing times can have important implications for the water users involved.
While an application is being processed, an irrigator is generally not free to trade or engage in
other dealings with the irrigation right being transformed (although they may continue to have
water currently available under the irrigation right delivered). So, any delay in transformation
may prevent or delay anticipated trading activity. Further, if a customer wishes to trade the water
access entitlement (WAE) resulting from transformation, delays in processing can mean the market
price for the WAE that results from the trade may differ substantially once the transformation is
completed, compared with the price at the time of application.
Under the WMR, IIOs must process applications within 20 business days. This period does not
include the time it takes the IIO and the applicant to agree on the details of the irrigation right (or
water delivery right, where relevant), however, or to obtain the consent of those with an interest in
the irrigation right being transformed.
Each IIO has its own arrangements, but processing an application has two stages: processing by the
IIO, and then by the relevant Basin state authority or authorities (which involves both approving the
application and registering it).
In South Australia, an IIO will forward an IIO-approved application to the Department of
Environment and Water, which approves and registers the application. By contrast, separate
government entities are involved in New South Wales: the Department of Industry approves the
application and returns it to the IIO, which submits the approved application to NSW Land Registry
Services (formerly NSW Land and Property Information) for registration in the state water register.
Transformation processing fees
In New South Wales, transformation is completed (at the state accounting level) by either:

conducting a trade (or ’assignment’) of share component from the IIO’s WAE to another water
access licence, as nominated by the transforming customer, or

subdividing the IIO’s licence and transferring one of the new licences to the transforming irrigator.
Fees apply to complete each process. Further, assigning the share component may involve creating
a new ‘zero share’ water access licence, where the transforming customer (or nominated third
party) wishes to hold the entitlement resulting from transformation in their own name, but does
not already hold a New South Wales licence. The application for a zero share licence is a separate
process that involves paying fees for the licence’s issue.
In South Australia, transformation occurs (at the state accounting level) by undertaking a ‘transfer
of a WAE’ from the IIO’s entitlement to that nominated by the transforming customer. Unlike in New
South Wales, however, if an application to transfer a WAE is approved, and the transferee does not
have a current licence, then a new licence will be issued automatically (that is, it does not involve a
separate process and fee).
We observed some improvement in transformation processing times in 2017–18, although
processing fees vary considerably (discussed in section 4.1.4 of the 2017–18 Report).
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Imposing trade restrictions on irrigation rights
Because irrigation rights are non-statutory rights held against an IIO, the IIO’s approval is required for
trade of irrigation rights. Our monitoring of IIO trading policies indicates some IIOs place conditions
or restrictions on the ability to trade water allocated to irrigation rights (often referred to as annual or
‘temporary’ trade). Examples include:

Some IIOs restrict temporary trade ‘out’ of their network in specific circumstances—for example, in

2016 Murray Irrigation Limited (MIL) negotiated an arrangement with Snowy Hydro that allowed for
an ‘advance’ of participating users’ allocations in future years for use in the 2016–17 water year. To
maximise the benefits from this arrangement accruing ‘inside’ MIL’s network, MIL placed a condition
on the ‘advanced’ water that it must be used with MIL’s network—that is, water that ordinarily
could be traded both within and externally to MIL’s network would, if accessed via the advance, be
restricted to being traded or used within MIL’s network (or forfeited, if carryover was not available).

MIL and Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited prohibit internal ‘annual’ trades of water allocated to

holders of high security and towns’ irrigation rights, other than to other holders of the same class
of irrigation rights. Murray Irrigation allows only category 5 (stock and domestic) and category 6
(high security, non-potable domestic) water allocations to be traded internally for stock and
domestic purposes.

Until recently, Moira did not allow any ‘temporary trade’ out of its network. While Moira’s trading
policy has been revised to allow trade, conditions still apply.

Some operators (for example, Jemalong, West Corurgan and Moira) levy exit fees on the temporary
trade of water allocated under irrigation rights ‘out’ of an IIO’s network.

1.5.3

Explaining water delivery rights

A WDR is a right to have water delivered by an IO (box 1.8).75 The terminology for WDRs varies
between Basin states and IOs, as shown in table 1.4. Conceptually, it can be specified in relation to
delivering water on-river or off-river. In practice, only off-river delivery has been separately specified.
The right to on-river water delivery generally remains implied in, or ‘bundled’ with, WAEs. Where
unbundling has occurred, WDRs can be held and traded separately to irrigation rights and WAEs.
An irrigator can transform their irrigation right and, then or later, trade the resulting WAE (or water
allocations made to it) without terminating their WDR. An irrigator that trades their WAE and does not
terminate their WDR can still purchase water. That is, they can purchase water allocated to irrigation
rights in their irrigation network, or they can trade water allocation from outside their irrigation network
(using their retained WDR to have the water delivered).
More specifically, a WDR can be viewed as entitling the holder to a specified share of a network’s
delivery capacity (or a share of capacity within part of a network). It is normally denominated as a right
to have a particular volume of water delivered in a season or year. Some IOs (such as Goulburn–Murray
Water and Lower Murray Water) specify shorter periods, however. As such, IOs generally use WDRs
as a way of determining who must pay for operating and maintaining the network. All off-river IOs that
we monitor, for example, levy fixed charges per ML (or other unit) of WDR held by each customer. That
is, all else being equal, a person with a greater volume of WDR contributes more to ongoing network
maintenance than does a person with a lower volume of WDR.

75

Section 4, Water Act 2007.
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Box 1.8:

‘Water delivery right’ versus ‘right of access’

Water delivery rights (WDRs) provide a right of access to an infrastructure operator’s water service
infrastructure (or the services relating to that right) as it relates to water delivery. A person’s right of
access may, however, entail more than just the delivery of water—a person may also be entitled to
drainage or storage services, for example.
The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 refer to the more general ‘right of access’, to
acknowledge these additional aspects of customers’ rights, and to ensure the water charge rules
cover instances when customers terminate an aspect of their right of access (other than a right to
have water delivered), such as a right to drainage.
Generally, in the Report and this supplementary information, we refer to WDRs rather than ‘right of
access’, to avoid confusion.

Terminating water delivery rights
An irrigator may no longer require water to be delivered to their property (or not in such quantity), for
example, when they sell their WAE and convert to dryland farming. As such, they may wish to reduce
access to the IO’s infrastructure, and reduce their liability to pay the IO’s infrastructure charges. In these
circumstances, the customer generally has two options:

terminate their WDR and pay a termination fee to the IO if applicable, or
sell (trade) their WDR to another customer located in the area serviced by their IIO.
Ending the ongoing obligation to pay associated infrastructure charges (known as termination)
negatively affects remaining customers because the fixed costs of maintaining the network are spread
over fewer customers. To mitigate this effect, IOs can charge a ‘termination fee’ when a customer
decreases or terminates their ‘right of access’ (box 1.9).
We identified that termination activity declined in 2017–18, and section 4.2 of the 2017–18 Report
discusses the termination trends.

Box 1.9:

The role of termination fees

Infrastructure operators (IOs) can charge a ‘termination fee’ when a customer decreases or
terminates their ‘right of access’ to the IO’s network. The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules
2009 (WCTFR) regulate how and when an operator may impose termination fees.76
The WCTFR (discussed in section 1.5.2) seek to ensure the termination fee mitigates the impact
on other irrigators that remain within the network. They also recognise the interests of terminating
irrigators, and the broader market impacts of termination fees. Broadly, they cap the total amount
of termination fee that can be charged, to ensure an appropriate balance between reducing
barriers to trade and protecting the legitimate interests of irrigation infrastructure operators and
remaining customers.
The maximum amount of the termination fee under the WCTFR is 10 times the Total Network
Access Charge. The Total Network Access Charge comprises the fixed off‑river infrastructure
charges associated with a right of access to an irrigation network.

76
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The Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009 are limited to those WDRs held against IOs that meet the definition of
‘irrigation infrastructure operator’.
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Trading water delivery rights
An irrigator may elect to trade, rather than terminate, their WDR. Such trades commonly occur when
one irrigator trades an irrigation right to another irrigator within the same irrigation network. Trades
of WDR alone have historically been less common but are increasing as markets mature (discussed
in section 3.5 of the 2017–18 Report). The BPWTR, which commenced on 1 July 2014, prohibit an IIO
from unreasonably restricting the trade of WDRs. As a result, markets to trade WDRs are gradually
becoming well established.77
A buyer of WDRs faces both costs and benefits. On the one hand, acquiring a WDR provides the
‘buyer’ with access to the IIO’s network, and obliges the IIO to provide certain services to the right
holder. On the other hand, acquiring the WDR generally means the ‘buyer’ is (at a minimum) obliged to
pay ongoing fixed charges as well as a termination fee if they terminate their WDR.
The ‘buyer’ and ‘seller’ negotiate the price for trading WDRs. When the buyer values holding the right
more than the associated costs, they offer a positive price for WDR trade. This scenario is likely when
the network (or the relevant part of the network) is being operated at or near full capacity. In many
areas where off‑river networks are not constrained, however, WDRs do not have a positive value,
reflecting the obligation to pay fixed infrastructure charges and the potential termination fee liability.
Even though the same ‘cost’ existed before unbundling, it was disguised by the much larger net benefit
of the right to water.
When the costs of holding WDRs exceed the benefits, a ‘negative price’ may emerge in WDR markets.
In effect, the ‘seller’ (current holder of the right) pays the ‘buyer’ to take on the right (and the ongoing
obligation to pay infrastructure charges) to avoid paying the termination fee. Under this scenario,
‘sellers’ in WDR markets should be willing to pay up to the value of the termination fee for another
person to take on their WDRs. Likewise, persons looking to acquire WDRs will do so via trade so long as
the benefits equal or exceed the costs.
The existence of willing buyers and sellers is not necessarily sufficient to ensure robust WDR markets
emerge. Indeed, IIOs have an incentive to discourage WDR trades, and instead benefit from termination
fee payments by terminating customers and from issuing ‘new’ WDRs. Actions by IIOs to unreasonably
restrict or prevent WDR trade are likely to disadvantage the IIO’s customers.
Even with the protections offered by the BPWTR, WDR trade may be constrained by the extent to
which the IIO informs its customers of potential trade opportunities, such as when:

an existing or prospective customer wishes to take on new or additional WDR, and
another customer wishes to reduce their WDR, and holds the type of WDR that the other customer
wishes to take on.

In this case, the customer that wishes to reduce their WDR holdings could sell their WDR to the other
customer at a negotiated price, which could be negative if the value of the termination fee avoided is
greater than the benefit for the ‘buyer’ taking on the WDR. Yet, customers may not be aware of these
opportunities. A 2015 survey conducted for the ACCC found an estimated 33 per cent of irrigators
in the southern MDB consider they do not have sufficient WDR for their needs, whereas 12 per cent
consider they have too much. These results suggest there are opportunities for WDR trading, to allow
customers to adjust their holdings to better suit their needs.78

Transforming water delivery rights
IIOs still hold the majority of WAEs in New South Wales and South Australia, despite the potential
advantages of transformation for irrigators. Irrigators holding irrigation rights must transform them
when they wish to sell water permanently outside their IIO’s network. Irrigators that wish to continue to
have water delivered in their network, or to sell water to someone in the same network, generally do
not transform.

77

The BPWTR are limited to those WDRs held against IOs that meet the definition of ‘irrigation infrastructure operator’.

78

Specific trade opportunities depend on the circumstances involved, and WDR trade may not be possible when channel
capacities limit increased deliveries.
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Irrigators could transform their irrigation rights and continue to have the water allocated to a
transformed WAE delivered inside the network, realising the benefit of being able to trade that water
without needing IIO approval each time. They face the following additional costs, however, compared
with holding an irrigation right:

There may be costs from trading a water allocation to an IO before water is delivered through an

off-river IO’s network. State and IO trade approval fees are payable each time an allocation trade
is completed.

If the IO does not allow carryover of any water allocation traded onto its licence, the transformed

customer may incur costs to trade any unused allocation back onto their WAE for carryover. In some
cases, they may simply forfeit the unused water allocation

1.5.4

Explaining the characteristics, benefits and costs of tradeable
water rights

Unbundling separates the costs and benefits of the different components of historical water rights.
Table 1.4 summarises the characteristics, benefits and costs of each main type of tradeable water right.
Table 1.4

Tradeable water rights—characteristics and Basin state terminology

Benefits of holding the
right

Water access
entitlement (WAE)

Water allocation

Irrigation right

Water delivery right
(WDR)

Holder is entitled to
take/hold a share of
the water resources to
which the WAE relates

Holder is entitled to
use, hold or trade a
specific volume of
allocated water80

Holder is entitled to
receive water from an
irrigation infrastructure
operator (IIO) under
the terms specified in
the irrigation right

Holder is entitled
to access the IIO’s
network and receive
infrastructure services
under the terms
specified in the WDR

Holder can generally
trade the irrigation
right within an IIO’s
irrigation network

Holder can have water
delivered up to the
volume of the WDR81

Variable off-river
infrastructure charges
relating to water use

Fixed infrastructure
charges for the
ongoing maintenance
of the irrigation
network

Holder has access to
carryover (may differ
according to type of
WAE held)
Holder has access to
on-river infrastructure
services (e.g. storage
or delivery of water
on‑river)79
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‘Costs’ of holding the
right (regulated water
charges applying to
the right)

Water planning and
management (WPM)
charges levied on the
basis of WAE

Note: these costs do
not include volumetric
water use charges.

Fixed on‑river
infrastructure charges

WPM charges levied
on the basis of WAE
Variable on-river
infrastructure charges
Variable off-river
infrastructure charges
(if water is used inside
an IIO’s network)

Fixed and variable
WPM/on‑river
infrastructure charges
(passed through by
an IIO)

Liability to pay
termination fees

79

Although irrigations rights can exist in Victoria and Queensland, irrigators typically hold a statutory WAE directly, rather than
an irrigation right.

80

Since generally water delivery rights are not specified in relation to on‑river infrastructure services, on‑river delivery rights
are considered to be ‘implied in’ WAEs. Also, in some jurisdictions (notably, in some Queensland systems), storage rights
have been unbundled from WAEs and are called ‘capacity shares’.

81

A person may also be required to hold a particular location-related right such as a water use licence or works approval to use
a water allocation on land or to extract water under a water allocation via particular works.
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Water access
entitlement (WAE)

Water allocation

Irrigation right

Water delivery right
(WDR)

Where can right be
traded?

Within and between
trading zones82

Within and between
regulated trading
zones

Within an IIO’s
irrigation network83

Within an
infrastructure
operator’s network84

Who is required to
approve a trade?

Basin state approval
authority

Basin state approval
authority

IIO

IIO

Statutory right?

✓

✓

✗

✗85

Can be transformed?86

✗

✗

✓

✗

Can be terminated?

✗

✗

✗

✓

New South Wales
terminology

Water access licence

Water allocation

Varies by operator:
often ‘water
entitlement’

Varies by operator:
often ‘delivery
entitlement’

Victorian terminology

Water share

Water allocation

n/a87

Water delivery share

South Australian
terminology

Water access
entitlement

Water allocation

Varies by operator:
often ‘water
entitlement’

Varies by operator:
often ‘delivery
entitlement’

Queensland
terminology

Water allocation

Seasonal water
assignment

n/a

Water supply contract

1.5.5

Market mechanisms for trading water products

Water holders seeking to buy, sell or exchange water, either permanently or temporarily, can directly
arrange a trade themselves or engage a water market intermediary to investigate trading options on
their behalf. To arrange a trade themselves, a water holder will advertise their proposed transaction or
directly contact potential trading partners.
Once a trading partner is found, and an agreement is reached on price and the terms of the deal,
the involved parties must submit the trade for approval to the relevant Basin state trade approval
authorities and IIOs. Assuming the trade does not breach any trade restrictions (section 3.5 in the
2017–18 Report), it will be approved and listed on the state water register, and the water holding will be
transferred from the seller’s licence to the purchaser’s licence.
Alternatively, those wishing to buy or sell water rights may use the services of a water market
intermediary (such as an online water exchange or broker) to facilitate the trade on their behalf, in
exchange for a fee or commission. A number of water exchanges operate as water product trading
platforms that match buyers and sellers through an automated process or bulletin board. Water
exchanges also provide registered users with market information, including trade history and current
prices. Several of the larger IIOs in the MDB (including MIL and Coleambally) have established their own
water trading platforms, similar to other water exchanges.
Water brokers arrange trades on behalf of water licence holders, negotiating the price and terms of the
deal on their behalf. They may consolidate or split up water holdings to better match the requirements
82

Delivery of a volume greater than the volume of WDR is often possible, subject to network capacity and the payment of
(typically higher) casual user charges. Certain types of WAE, such as stock and domestic rights, or a WAE granted for other
special purposes, may not be tradeable under state water management law.

83

In relation to trading a WAE or water allocation into an off‑river operator’s network, the operator’s consent is generally
required to nominate their works as the extraction point for a WAE or water allocation.

84

If a person wishes to trade an entitlement to water under an irrigation right for use outside an IIO’s network, the irrigation
right must first be transformed into a WAE. A ‘temporary’ trade of water allocation under an irrigation right can be made
outside an IIO’s irrigation network with the IIO’s consent.

85

Some IIOs currently do not allow any trade of WDR, but the water trading rules require no unreasonable restriction on the
trade of WDR where trade is provided for.

86

Only an irrigation right can be transformed (into a WAE).

87

WDRs in Victoria are ‘statutorily recognised’.
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of sellers and potential buyers. As part of their service offering, water market intermediaries usually
handle or help with any forms or approvals required to complete a trade. Water brokers may also act on
behalf of some IIOs, particularly smaller ones.
When considering markets in the northern MDB, consultants Marsden Jacob Associates noted:
Many northern New South Wales market participants have in-depth knowledge about how their
markets operate, and they are often self-sufficient with their trading requirements, choosing not to
engage with market intermediaries. They typically also have good long term approaches to managing
water requirements, which has resulted in lower price volatility in these markets.
We are aware some concerns remain about the conduct (or potential conduct) of water market
intermediaries (box 3.1 of the 2017–18 Report).
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How water charging
works in the Murray–
Darling Basin

Hume dam at sunset
Source: Brayden Dyles (Murray–Darling Basin Authority)

2.

How water charging works in the
Murray–Darling Basin

Key points

Different charges apply to water users in different circumstances, depending on the type and
location of their water rights.

Infrastructure operators (IOs) impose infrastructure charges for providing infrastructure services.

IOs that provide on-river infrastructure services charge fees to recover the costs of water storage
and delivery.

The Murray–Darling Basin Authority incurs much of the cost of operating and maintaining
on-river water infrastructure in the River Murray. It relies on funding contributions from
the Australian and Basin state governments, which are made under the Murray–Darling
Basin Agreement.

Most off-river IOs in the Murray–Darling Basin deliver water for the primary purpose of irrigation,

so are also considered ‘irrigation infrastructure operators’ under the Water Act 2007. Off-river IOs
impose charges to recover the costs of operating and maintaining their infrastructure, as well as
to cover their overheads. These charges include fixed volumetric charges, variable volumetric
charges and non-volumetric charges.

Off-river IOs pass through (in various ways) the water planning and management (WPM) and
on-river infrastructure charges that they incur.

Off-river IOs may charge termination fees when customers wish to permanently reduce or cease
access to the IO’s network. By capping termination fees, the Water Charge (Termination Fees)
Rules 2009 balance the interests of irrigators who are exiting an irrigation district, the IO and
irrigators who remain.

WPM activities are undertaken by, or on behalf of, governments to plan for and manage

water resource sustainability. Under the National Water Initiative, governments committed to
identifying and reporting on the cost of WPM activities and the proportion of these that can
be attributed to water access entitlement holders. WPM charges are necessary to manage the
impacts of past, current and future patterns of water extraction sustainably. Basin states use
different approaches to at least partially recover WPM costs.

The ACCC is responsible for monitoring compliance with and enforcing the Water Market Rules
2009, the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010 (WCIR), the Water Charge (Termination Fees)
Rules (WCTFR) 2010 and the Water Charging (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010
(WCPMIR), which apply to regulated water charges imposed across the Murray–Darling Basin (MDB).
This chapter provides background information on MDB water charges and arrangements discussed in
this report:

Section 2.1 explains how charges vary depending on the type of water user and the rights they hold.
Section 2.2 explains infrastructure charges.
Section 2.3 explains water planning and management (WPM) charges.
Section 2.4 explains termination fees.
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2.1

Water charges depend on the type of water right and
how water is used

Different charges apply to water users in different circumstances, depending on the type and location
of their water rights, and how they use water. Key factors include:

whether the user is located within an off‑river infrastructure operator’s (IO) network, or is a ‘private
diverter’ who extracts water directly from a water resource under licence

the type of WPM activities that occur in the user’s Basin state, and how the Basin state recovers
WPM costs

the types of right that the water user holds—for example water access entitlements (WAEs),
irrigation rights and/or water delivery rights (WDRs)

whether the user is located within a regulated system or an unregulated system (see box 2.1).
Box 2.1:

Regulated versus unregulated water resources

In a regulated river, flow is controlled via dams and weirs. In an unregulated river, flow is not
controlled via human-made structures. A river may be regulated in some parts or reaches but not
others. Water access entitlements (WAEs) are specified for a particular regulated or unregulated
river system—for example, a Goulburn Water Share (a Victorian WAE) is an entitlement to a share
of the water resources of the Goulburn regulated system. In Queensland, the terms ‘supplemented’
and ‘unsupplemented’ are used instead of ‘regulated’ and ‘unregulated’.
Figure 2.1 shows the location of water storages and their capacity in the Murray–Darling Basin
(MDB). While it does not demonstrate all infrastructure in the MDB, it shows the significantly greater
number of water storages in the southern basin than in the northern basin. These water storages,
alongside additional infrastructure such as weirs and locks, serve to regulate river flows, particularly
in the southern Basin.
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Figure 2.1

Water storages and capacity in the Murray–Darling Basin

Source: Bureau of Meteorology, National Water Account 2017—Murray–Darling Basin geographic information, http://www.
bom.gov.au/water/nwa/2017/mdb/regiondescription/geographicinformation.shtml, viewed 14 January 2019.

Figure 2.2 illustrates common types of water users, and table 2.1 summarises the types of tradeable
water right held by these customer types and the infrastructure charges that those customers typically
incur.88
Figure 2.2 depicts two river valleys (dark blue and light blue). Both river valleys are regulated river
systems in some parts (thick lines), but not others (thin lines). The light blue river valley is regulated
for a stretch of the river between the dam and storage A but reverts to an unregulated system
before meeting with the dark blue system. This change exists because water levels cannot reliably be
controlled beyond this point, given transmission losses and/or hydrological reasons.

88
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Figure 2.2 does not show environmental water holders. An environmental water holder may hold the same types of right
and be subject to the same charges imposed on other water users for those rights. They are generally less likely to have
water delivered through an off‑river irrigation network (so are similar to private diverters). They are, however, increasingly
negotiating innovative arrangements to access or use off‑river irrigation networks to improve environmental outcomes.
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Five customer types are shown:
1. private diverter on a regulated river
2. private diverter on an unregulated river
3. irrigation network customer, untransformed
4. irrigation network customer, transformed
5. urban water supplier.
Figure 2.2 Customer types in the Murray–Darling Basin

Irrigation
network

Storage C

3

Storage B

1
4

2

Storage A

Irrigation
network

5

While WPM charges are incurred either directly and/or indirectly by nearly all water users, they are
not included in table 2.1. Section 2.3 of this document and chapter 7 of the 2017–18 Report discuss
these charges.
Table 2.1

Customer types and applicable water charges
Types of right held

Customer type

Right to water

1
Private diverter

Water access
entitlement (WAE)—for
the regulated system in
the light blue valley

Infrastructure charges typically payable
Right to delivery of
water

On‑river charges paid
by customer

Off‑river charges
paid by customer

Implied in WAE (not
Fixed volumetric charge n/a
held separately, not
(per ML of WAE held)
acknowledged explicitly
Variable volumetric
in legislation)
charge (per ML of water
allocation used)
Non-volumetric charges
(e.g. per account, per
meter)

2
Private diverter

WAE—for the
unregulated tributary in
the light blue valley

n/a (because it is an
unregulated system)

n/a (because no
infrastructure services
are received)

n/a
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Types of right held
Customer type

Right to water

3
WAE held by the
Irrigation network
operator of the orange
customer, untransformed irrigation network, for
the regulated system in
the dark blue valley
Irrigation right held by
the customer against
the operator

Infrastructure charges typically payable
Right to delivery of
water

On‑river charges paid
by customer

Off‑river charges
paid by customer

For delivery on-river
to the off-take point
(implied in WAE held by
the operator)

Fixed volumetric charge
(paid by orange network
operator, and passed on
to customer based on
volume of irrigation right
held)

Fixed volumetric
charge (based on
volume of WDR held)

For delivery from the
off-take point through
the network to the
customer (implied
in water delivery
right (WDR) against
the orange network
operatora)

Variable volumetric
charge (paid by orange
network operator, and
passed on to customer
based on volume of
water used)

4
Irrigation network
customer, transformed

WAE for regulated
system in the dark blue
valley

For delivery on river
to the off-take point—
implied in WAE held by
customer

5
Urban water supplier

WAE for the regulated
system in the light blue
valley

Implied in WAE (not
Fixed volumetric charge
held separately, not
(per ML of WAE held)
acknowledged explicitly
Variable volumetric
in legislation)
charge (per ML of water
allocation used)

a

Variable volumetric
charge (based on
volume of water
delivered through
the orange irrigation
network)
Non-volumetric
charges (e.g. per
account, per meter)

Fixed volumetric charge Fixed volumetric
(per ML of WAE held)
charge (based on
volume of WDR held)
Variable volumetric
charge (typically paid by Variable volumetric
For delivery through
red network operator,
charge (based on
the irrigation network to and passed on to the
volume of water
the customer—implied
customer)
delivered through
in WDR against the red
the red irrigation
Non-volumetric charges
network operatora
network)
(e.g. per account)
Non-volumetric
charges (e.g. per
account, per meter)
n/a (but urban
water supplier will
levy charges on its
own customers, and
these charges are
not regulated by the
Non-volumetric charges Water Act)
(e.g. per account, per
meter)

Customers 3 and 4 may also have a separate right to drainage, but drainage services are usually bundled with delivery.
These customers are also liable to pay a termination fee if they terminate their right of access (represented by their WDR)
to their respective irrigation networks.

2.2

Infrastructure operators impose charges for
providing infrastructure services

IOs impose charges for access to their water service infrastructure, and for services relating to that
access. These charges are regulated under the water charge rules89, which prohibit an IO from levying
a regulated charge for an infrastructure service unless the IO gave the customer its schedule of charges
at least 10 business days before providing the service.90
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89

The water charge rules collectively refer to the Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010, the Water Charge (Termination
Fees) Rules 2009 and the Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010.

90

Rule 7, Water Charge (Infrastructure) Rules 2010.
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2.2.1

Charges are imposed for on‑river infrastructure services

IOs providing on‑river infrastructure services impose charges to recover the costs of:

water harvesting and storage (including flood mitigation and asset management of dams, lakes,
weirs and other storage structures)

water transportation and delivery (including taking customers’ orders, determining and

implementing storage releases, monitoring water use, and administering water accounts).

Charges for on‑river infrastructure services generally take the form of:

fixed volumetric infrastructure charges levied on the volume of WAE that a customer holds
variable volumetric infrastructure charges levied according to the amount of water allocation
delivered to a customer’s extraction point

non-volumetric charges levied per account or per meter/outlet (for example, meter fees).
Non-volumetric charges are not linked to the volume associated with a water right. They are often
classified together with fixed volumetric charges. A customer may incur a non-volumetric charge levied,
for example:

per account (regardless of the volume of water right that they hold)
per outlet or meter
on the size of their landholdings
per transaction (such as a trade application fee that is unrelated to the traded water volume)
as a flat charge on all customers with a particular characteristic.
The use of fixed and variable charges varies per on-river operator. Apart from WaterNSW, however,
on‑river operators predominantly use fixed rather than variable charge structures, so charges will vary
little with the volume of water delivered to customers.
Customers in South Australia do not pay on-river infrastructure charges. Supply of water through
the Murray–Darling system to South Australia is managed by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority
(MDBA), which does not directly levy charges but receives lump sum contributions from the South
Australian and other Basin state governments (section 7.3 of the 2017–18 Report). Water users pay
the Natural Resources Management (NRM) Water Levy to the Department of Environment and Water.
The Report treats this levy as a WPM charge, and includes it in hypothetical bills for South Australia’s
private diverters.
Chapter 5 of the 2017–18 Report discusses on‑river infrastructure charges levied in 2017–18. Box 2.2
explains why infrastructure charges do not simply reflect the price of water.
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Box 2.2:

Infrastructure charges are different from the price of water

Through volumetric charges, infrastructure operators often use a customer’s volume of a water
delivery right held or water used as a proxy for the consumption of infrastructure services and,
therefore, for the customer’s liability for infrastructure charges. Water planning and management
charges may be applied on a similar basis. Unlike urban water tariffs (which can relate to both the
costs of providing the urban water system and the value of the water), infrastructure charges are
charges for infrastructure services only (except in limited cases, as explained in box 2.3).
In part, charges in the Murray–Darling Basin (MDB) generally do not include a ‘resource rent’ or
‘scarcity value’ for the water, because water scarcity is managed at a high level via aggregate
volumetric restrictions on consumptive water use, such as the Sustainable Diversion Limits in the
Murray–Darling Basin Plan. Because these limits cap the total water diversions out of the MDB,
water users must use the market to obtain extra water rather than simply increasing extraction.
The ability for allocated water to move to its highest valued or most productive use via water
markets gives water users an incentive to use water efficiently. If the net benefit from using water for
a specific use is less than the market price, then a person would be better off selling the water than
using it.
By providing an opportunity to maximise the value of water, well-functioning water markets help
promote the efficient use of water resources. In this way, markets establish the price or ‘value’ of
water. Ensuring markets function well—which includes educating water users about opportunities to
trade, deciding where and when water access rights may be traded, and minimising the transaction
costs of participating in the market—is, however, challenging.

2.2.2

The Murray–Darling Basin Authority does not directly recover its
costs for infrastructure services

The MDBA incurs much of the cost of operating and maintaining on-river water service infrastructure
in the River Murray system. While it has scope to impose charges to directly recover these costs, the
MDBA does not currently impose such charges. Rather, it relies on contributions from the Australian
and Basin state governments, which are made under the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement.
State governments use different approaches to recover their contributions to the MDBA funding, and
the extent to which costs are recovered from water users varies. Box 2.3 provides information on MDBA
contributions and cost recovery arrangements.
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Box 2.3:

Murray–Darling Basin Authority contributions are recovered in different
ways

The Murray–Darling Basin Agreement does not set out requirements for how states report on or
recover Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) joint activities funding. These joint activities include
infrastructure operation, and water planning and management (WPM) activities. Governments fund
their contributions in several ways, which affect the charges paid by the infrastructure operators’
customers. Section 7.3 in the 2017–18 Report provides more information on MDBA funding.
The Australian Government covers its contributions for joint activities and the agency costs of the
MDBA through consolidated revenue.
New South Wales recovers some of the contribution costs through a revenue requirement on
WaterNSW, which it recovers from its customers via infrastructure charges. New South Wales also
funds its contributions through WPM charges that the Department of Industry (Water) levies on
water users but that are collected by WaterNSW. Any remaining costs are funded from general
state revenue.
Victoria also recovers part of its MDBA contributions from water users. Victorian water users pay
some MDBA costs through their water charges. Goulburn–Murray Water included MDBA costs in
its expenditure forecasts for the 2016 Essential Services Commission price determinations. Water
authorities pay a percentage of their revenue to the Victorian Government in the form of the
Environmental Contribution, some of which is used to fund the Victorian contribution to the MDBA.
The South Australian Government’s contribution to the MDBA appears to be funded from general
government revenue and at least some funds raised through the NRM (Division 2) water levy.

2.2.3

Charges are also imposed for off‑river infrastructure services

Most, but not all, off-river IOs in the MDB deliver water for the primary purpose of irrigation, so they are
considered irrigation infrastructure operators (IIOs) under the Water Act. Off‑river IOs generally extract
water from a natural watercourse and deliver it to their customers through their networks of channels
and/or pipes. They impose charges to recover the costs of:

operating their infrastructure
maintaining and renewing their infrastructure
meeting overheads.
Off‑river infrastructure charges generally take the form of:

fixed volumetric charges levied on the volume of WDR that the customer holds
variable volumetric charges levied on the volume of water delivered to the customer (under a water
access right or irrigation right) up to the volume of WDR held. Higher charges typically apply to
volumes delivered over this amount (often described as ‘casual use’ charges—discussed below)

non-volumetric charges, typically levied per account or per meter/outlet, or with reference to

landholdings or the number and size of outlets/service points connected to the IO’s network.91

Off‑river IOs generally rely on volumetric charges to obtain their required revenue, although the
contribution from non-volumetric charges (such as account or service fees) has changed over time
for some operators. Relative reliance on fixed and variable volumetric charges may differ considerably
across IOs across the MDB and over time.
Most off-river IOs charge their customers a fixed volumetric charge to recover at least some of the fixed
costs of providing infrastructure services, and a variable volumetric charge to recover variable costs.
When the ratio of fixed to variable charges does not broadly align with the ratio of fixed to variable
costs, an IO may rely on variable charges to fund fixed costs, or less commonly, the reverse. Typically,
91

Our 2014–15 water monitoring report discussed non-volumetric charges: ACCC, Water monitoring report 2014−15, May 2016,
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/ACCC%20Water%20Monitoring%20Report%202014-15.pdf, pp. 76−80.
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fixed volumetric charges are based on the volume of WAE that a customer holds, whereas variable
volumetric charges are based on the actual volume of water delivered to the customer.
Those IOs that provide only off‑river infrastructure services may also levy other charges on their
customers. Generally, these charges pass through or recover the cost of on‑river infrastructure charges
or WPM charges that the IO incurs on their customers’ behalf.
Typically, the charges levied by IOs apply to all customers within a particular class or receiving a
particular service, and these types of charge (fixed and variable) raise the most revenue for IOs. There
are several other charges, however, that are less universally used (either applied by only a few IOs or to
only customers in particular circumstances), namely:

volume tiered charges
casual use charges
non-volumetric charges
drainage charges.
Box 2.2 provides further information where charges are bundled and do not distinguish between
charges for the water and charges for the infrastructure services.

Explaining volume tiered charges
As noted, off‑river IOs generally apply constant volumetric charges (at least for use up to the volume of
a customer’s WDR, after which casual use charges generally apply). Two off‑river IOs, however, impose
different volumetric charge amounts for different volume levels:

Western Murray Irrigation imposes a fixed ‘access fee per delivery entitlement’ and a variable per ML

charge for ‘water usage above access fee allowance’. Customers pay the variable use charge only for
water use above a set allowance (which is a specified percentage of the delivery entitlement).

MIL employs a declining block tariff for variable charges, based on three ‘tiers’ of use: below 5 ML,
6–100 ML and above 100 ML. Lower tariff rates apply for water use in the higher tiers.

Until 2016–17 Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited imposed a tiered charging arrangement for its fixed
infrastructure charges. It abandoned the tiered delivery entitlement charging system in favour of a
single flat rate as part of its schedule of charge changes from 1 July 2017.

In some cases, a declining block tariff may reflect lower average costs of providing services to larger
customers (economies of scale). If this is not the case, then use of a declining block tariff would
introduce a degree of cross-subsidy, whereby smaller customers (subject to a higher per ML charge)
cross-subsidise customers with larger holdings (subject to lower per ML charges). We do not collect
information about off‑river IOs’ costs, so the extent to which tiered charges reflect cost structures
is unclear.
We discussed volume tier arrangements in more detail in our 2014–15 water monitoring report.92

Explaining casual use charges
Most off‑river IOs allow irrigators and other customers to have additional access to their infrastructure
through casual use arrangements, if the network is not constrained. Charging arrangements for casual
water delivery vary across IOs, and the casual premiums account for factors such as crop type, the
availability of water allocations (for example, allocations that can be sourced from water markets), and
the typical WDR held by customers.
Some IOs do not impose additional charges on irrigators for water delivered above their WDR volume.
They impose either their standard use charge on the extra water delivered (as in the Jemalong and
Marthaguy systems) or a separate casual use charge. The latter may be:

92
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equal to the standard variable use charge plus a ‘fixed charge equivalent’ (as charged by the Central
Irrigation Trust and Lower Murray Water)93, or

a higher casual use charge for all water delivered above the irrigator’s WDR volume (as charged

by Goulburn–Murray Water, Hay (as of 2017–18), MIL, Western Murray Irrigation Limited and
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited) or a premium in addition to the standard use charge for each
ML delivered above the WDR volume (as in the West Corurgan, Coleambally, Narromine and
Trangie–Nevertire systems). These arrangements tend to act as an incentive for customers to hold
WDRs (that is, to accept an ongoing liability to contribute to the costs of the network).

Explaining drainage charges
Drainage is the removal of surface or sub-surface water from a given area, which may occur naturally or
as a service provided by an IO. To charge for drainage services:

most IOs incorporate the costs associated with drainage into other charges that fund water delivery
infrastructure

some off‑river IOs impose separate drainage charges on all customers or certain classes of customer
Lower Murray Water, MIL and SunWater are the only IOs to impose additional charges for drainage
services on irrigators.

Box 2.4:

‘Bundled’ water charges offer simplicity but can impede customer
decision making

In limited circumstances, a customer may not hold their own water access right or irrigation right.
Rather, they may have a contract with an infrastructure operator (IO) to supply them ‘on demand’
with both the water and the infrastructure services necessary for storing, delivering and/or draining
the water. This arrangement primarily relates to stock and/or domestic customers and urban
customers. Often, the charges levied on these customers do not distinguish between charges for
the water and charges for the infrastructure services. In effect, the IO ‘bundles’ water provision
with the infrastructure services. This kind of service is offered by the Central Irrigation Trust and
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited, for example.94
Although these bundled charging arrangements may be simpler, it is unclear what proportion of
the charge represents the cost of infrastructure services versus the cost of the water supplied. It is
difficult, therefore, for customers to evaluate whether the arrangement is preferable to alternatives
(such as users acquiring their own water access right or irrigation right, and separately paying the IO
for infrastructure services).

2.2.4

Off-river infrastructure operators also make other adjustments to
charges

Two other adjustments that some IOs make to water charges are distribution losses and Irrigation
Corporation and District rebates.

Explaining distribution losses
Two off‑river IOs have an explicit factor to adjust charges upwards for distribution losses:

Jemalong has a separate conveyance fixed charge of $0.92 per delivery entitlement (down from
$1.02 in 2016–17).

Trangie–Nevertire shows an explicit adjustment on its schedule for the use charge, from the ‘at river’
charge by WaterNSW and the DOI Water to the ‘farm gate price’ that it charges its own customers,
allowing for 7 per cent losses (reduced from 12 per cent in 2016–17).

93

Under this approach, casual users face charges that are approximately equal to charges that customers pay for access and
delivery under a WDR.

94

Central Irrigation Trust’s Schedule of Charges offers ‘domestic supplies’ for 72 cents per KL. Murrumbidgee Irrigation Limited
offers a Home Garden Licence. Goulburn–Murray Water charges $100 for a stock and domestic ‘service point.
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Other operators also incur WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges on water used for distribution
losses, but they do not pass through those charges separately on their schedule of charges. In these
cases, they recover these costs through their other charges. Some operators state their estimated
losses on their schedule. Narromine, for example, assumes an average loss of 10 per cent (down from
15 per cent in 2016–17) and adjusts charges upward to account for this loss. Because distribution losses
are variable, the percentage allowed for the adjustment does not necessarily reflect the actual losses in
a given year.
On 3 April 2019, the Australian Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources amended the water charge
rules administered by the ACCC.95 The rule changes will replace the definition of distribution losses
with the expanded ‘network operation charges’, and define all other charges levied to pass-through
infrastructure and WPM charges imposed by others as ‘ancillary charges’. An IO may impose one or
several charges to recover network operator charges, but the sum of these charges must not exceed
the total network operator charges. Box 1.3 outlines the Minister’s proposed rule changes.

Explaining Irrigation Corporation and District rebates
In New South Wales, WaterNSW provides an Irrigation Corporation and District (ICD) rebate to eight
of its larger customers as an annual lump sum.96 None of these operators shows the rebate explicitly
on its schedules, but they all effectively offset it against other general costs, which results in lower
charges than would otherwise be possible. Two operators—Eagle Creek and Jemalong—show lower
government charge rates than the actual WaterNSW and DOI Water charges, apparently due to savings
from the ICD rebate (although they don’t show the calculation of the reduction). The listed ‘government’
charge(s) may, therefore, differ from those incurred by the off‑river IO.

2.2.5

Off-river infrastructure operators pass through WPM and on-river
infrastructure charges

Off‑river IOs take various approaches to passing through the WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges
that they incur.97 These different approaches offer different degrees of transparency to customers:

In Victoria and Queensland, IOs are vertically integrated and provide both on‑river and off‑river

infrastructure services. They levy separate on‑river and off‑river infrastructure charges and/or apply
WPM charges directly to customers.

By contrast, off‑river IOs in New South Wales incur WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges, and

those in South Australia incur WPM charges, in relation to the WAEs that they hold and/or use. As
an example, an off‑river IO will incur charges for a WAE held to service customers’ irrigation rights,
including water used to cover distribution losses. Charges that off‑river IOs incur in relation to water
used for distribution losses are generally ‘shared’ across all customers, rather than attributed to
particular customers.98

Off‑river IOs also incur on‑river and/or WPM charges when they take certain actions on behalf of
customers. The off-river IO will incur charges in relation to trade outside their network if it trades water
allocated under a customer’s irrigation right, or when it orders allocation purchased by a customer for
delivery within the IO’s network, for example. These charges can be considered ‘directly attributable’ to
the relevant customer(s).
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Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, ‘Australian water markets’, http://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/markets,
viewed 19 February 2019.

96

The ICD rebate is based on the costs that WaterNSW avoids incurring because the ICDs buy services in bulk and cover costs
for their own customers (such as billing and metering) that might have otherwise been the responsibility of WaterNSW. It
is provided to MIL, Western Murray, West Corurgan, Moira and Eagle Creek in the Murray Valley; Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Limited and Coleambally in the Murrumbidgee Valley; and Jemalong in the Lachlan Valley.

97

We discuss WPM charges in chapter 7 of the 2017–18 Report, and on‑river infrastructure charges in chapter 5.

98

Distribution losses occur when water is lost (for example, through evaporation or seepage to groundwater) from a network
during the delivery of water to customers. Off‑river IOs may provide for these distribution losses by holding a separate WAE
for this purpose (sometimes referred to as a ‘conveyance licence’), by withholding a proportion of their customer’s irrigation
right, or by some combination of the two methods.
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The rule changes in the Water Charge Amendment Rules 2019 will simplify and improve the
transparency of how water charges are imposed in the MDB.99 They will consolidate the rules in a single
instrument, and push IOs to set out more detailed schedules of charges, that more clearly specify the
charges being passed through the supply chain. Box 1.3 gives further detail.

Approach 1—straight pass through
Some off-river IOs—particularly Lower Murray Water, Narromine and MIL—clearly identify either the
directly attributable WPM or on-river infrastructure charges that they charge to customers, with these
amounts matching the extra charges incurred by the operator.100 MIL’s schedule of charges, for example,
includes charges that exactly match the government imposed fixed and variable charges. These IOs
illustrate the more transparent approaches used by off-river IOs. Because the charges being passed
through are clearly identifiable on the off-river IO’s schedule of charges, irrigators can easily understand
the origin of their obligation to pay the charges.
Hay and Marthaguy also adopt this approach to a limited extent, but only for bulk fixed charges.

Approach 2—an aggregated single fixed and/or variable ‘government charge’
In New South Wales, a common approach to pass through charges is to combine the WPM charge
imposed by DOI Water with WaterNSW’s on‑river infrastructure charges, into a single fixed and/or
variable ‘government charge’. Coleambally and Western Murray Irrigation list both a bulk fixed and a
variable government charge on their schedule of charges. Moira lists a government variable charge
on its schedule, but does not separate out the fixed charges. By contrast, West Corurgan lists a
government fixed charge on its schedule but not a variable charge.
These approaches offer limited transparency to customers. In some cases, the charges shown on the
schedule are exactly the same as the sum of the DOI Water’s WPM charge and WaterNSW’s on‑river
infrastructure charges, as in:

Coleambally, Trangie–Nevertire and Western Murray Irrigation, for both bulk fixed and variable
charges

Jemalong and Moira, for variable charges only.
In other cases, the charge shown on the off‑river operator’s schedule may not match the sum of the
DOI Water and WaterNSW charges—for example:

Narromine’s variable government charge in 2017–18 was higher than the sum of the relevant DOI
Water and WaterNSW charges.

Fixed government charges specified by Eagle Creek and Jemalong in 2017–18 were lower than the
sum of DOI Water and WaterNSW charges.

These differences can be explained in two ways: the DOI Water and WaterNSW charges may be higher
to account for charges related to WAE used to cover distribution losses, or lower to recognise the large
customer ICD rebate provided by WaterNSW to certain off‑river IOs.

Approach 3—incorporation into general fixed and/or variable off‑river infrastructure
charges
Some off‑river IOs do not show WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges explicitly on their schedules.
Instead, they pass on those charges to their customers by incorporating them into their own off‑river
infrastructure charges. That is, they treat the WPM and on-river infrastructure charges like other costs,
and incorporate them into the total cost base on which the IO’s revenue requirements and, therefore,
charges are based.

99

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, ‘Australian water markets’, http://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/markets,
viewed 20 February 2019.

100 Goulburn–Murray Water and Lower Murray Water specify their on‑river charges for bulk water and entitlement storage only;
they incorporate WPM charges (the Environmental Contribution) into their own charges.
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Four off‑river IOs include variable WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges in their variable
infrastructure charge—Buddah Lake, Hay, Marthaguy and West Corurgan. And two off‑river IOs include
fixed WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges in their fixed infrastructure charge—Buddah Lake
and Moira.
This approach is the least transparent way of passing through WPM and on‑river infrastructure charges.
If the charges are not adjusted before being used for calculating termination fees, the IO may breach
the WCTFR by including variable charge amounts in the calculation. The termination fees listed on
the schedules of charges for Buddah Lake and Moira, however, appear to exclude WPM and on‑river
infrastructure charges.
Further, where customers have transformed their irrigation rights and retained their WDR, rolling
WPM and on-river infrastructure charges into an off-river IO’s own charges could lead to transformed
customers paying WPM and on-river infrastructure charges twice—once when levied on the WAE
resulting from transformation, and again when built into off-river infrastructure charges.
While off-river IOs pass WPM costs through to their customers, Basin states also apply a range
of approaches to recover these costs from IOs. Section 2.3 explains Basin state approaches to
WPM charges.

2.2.6

Several factors influence the weighting of fixed versus variable
charges

IOs charge both fixed and variable charges for their off-river infrastructure services. Several factors
affect the IO’s decision to charge fixed or variable charges in different proportions for their services.
These factors include:

‘reactive’ tariff setting—IOs may change their charging structure in response to seasonal conditions
or to customer views. It is easier for smaller off‑river IOs to change tariff structures from year to
year, because larger IOs have more formalised processes for setting and changing their charging
structures

infrastructure upgrades—some off‑river IOs may adopt higher fixed charges to recover the costs of

infrastructure upgrades. When a system moves from being a gravity fed network to a pressurised
system, however, the IO may seek a higher variable charge to better reflect the higher variable costs
that it will face

network rationalisation—in some networks, a lopsided proportion of fixed costs may be spent

servicing a relatively small number of customers. If these customers are removed from the
network, and the network can be made more efficient, then the proportion of fixed to total
costs could reduce. This outcome depends on several factors, however, such as the degree of
cross‑subsidisation (where one group of customers is charged higher prices to subsidise lower prices
for another group) or the use of ‘postage stamp pricing’ (where all customers are charged the same
regardless of whether the costs of providing the services to different customers differ)

changing customer base—if an off‑river IO experiences a number of terminations, it has fewer

customers over which to spread the fixed costs needed to maintain the network (unless the network
can be rationalised as customers exit). In this case, fixed charges as a proportion of overall charges
for irrigators may increase. The use of termination fees (paid when customers exit) can, however,
reduce the increased fixed costs for a number of years

loss of subsidies—if a network has high underlying fixed costs, Basin state governments might have
previously subsidised this. If the subsidy is removed, the IO must recover a greater amount of fixed
costs through customer charges than they did previously

a move to a cost-reflective tariff structure—historically in the MDB, many IOs recovered a significant
proportion of their primarily fixed costs through variable charges. If an IO elects to rebalance their
tariff structure towards charges that are more cost-reflective, then the proportion of off‑river bills
attributable to fixed charges is likely to increase
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customer preference—if customers do not hold high security entitlements (for example, they have

general security entitlements), then they are likely to prefer a tariff structure that gives more weight
to variable charges than to fixed charges. An IO’s weighting of customer preference against other
factors may change over time, resulting in changes to the fixed:variable ratio.

Chapter 6 of the 2017–18 Report discusses off‑river infrastructure charges levied in 2017–18.

2.3

Water planning and management charges are
designed to help ensure our water resources are
sustainable

WPM activities are undertaken by, or on behalf of, governments to plan for and manage water resource
sustainability. They are important because they:

promote the long term sustainability of the resource, and maintain the health of natural ecosystems
by minimising the impacts of water extraction

are necessary to manage the impacts of past, current and future patterns of water extraction
relate directly to the hydrology of surface and groundwater systems
protect the integrity of the entitlement system and the security of users’ authorised access to water.101
Persons responsible for determining charges for WPM activities in the MDB must publish details
of the activities to which these regulated charges relate.102 The charges reflect Basin states’ policy
commitments under the National Water Initiative (NWI) to recover WPM costs from water users.
Generally, annual WAE charges to recover WPM costs (chapter 7 of the 2017–18 Report) comprise a
relatively small proportion of customer bills compared with other charges payable to IOs (chapters 5
and 6 of the 2017–18 Report).
The remainder of this section describes:

the policy commitments on WPM cost recovery (section 2.3.1)
how the Water Act regulates WPM charges, and the types of activity undertaken (section 2.3.2)
the seven activity categories that the ACCC uses to monitor WPM activities across jurisdictions
(section 2.3.3)

how Basin states approach the cost recovery of WPM activities (section 2.3.4)
how volumetric WPM charges are levied (section 2.3.5)
two types of non-volumetric charge—broad-based levies and transactions charges (section 2.3.6).

101 Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, April 2010, p. 12, http://www.agriculture.gov.
au/SiteCollectionDocuments/water/national-water-initiative-pricing-principles.pdf, viewed 1 March 2019.
102 Rule 5(2)(j), Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010.
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2.3.1

Governments committed to recover the costs of water planning
and management

In 2004 the Australian and state governments committed under the NWI to implement water
pricing and institutional arrangements that achieve appropriate cost recovery for WPM activities.103
The NWI pricing principles (adopted in 2010) elaborate on how governments should implement
these commitments—they provide that WPM costs should be allocated between water users
and governments using an ‘impactor pays’ approach.104 That is, the intention in the NWI is not for
governments necessarily to recover all WPM costs from water users. Further, where practicable,
governments are to identify and differentiate WPM costs by catchment and by water source.105

2.3.2

The Water Act regulates water planning and management
charges in the Murray–Darling Basin

The Water Act regulates the WPM charges that Basin states levy within the MDB.106 Regulated
WPM charges:

are primarily related to the management of water resources
do not relate to urban water supply activities (although urban users may also pay certain
WPM charges)

are determined by a minister, water authority or independent economic regulator
are levied on different groups or classes of water user, depending on the charge.
Made under Part 4 of the Water Act, the WCPMIR aim to improve the transparency of WPM charges
and the cost recovery for WPM activities. To do so, they require persons determining WPM charges to
publish information on:

these charges
the costs of activities associated with them
the relationship between the activity costs and the calculation of the regulated charge.107
In this way, the WCPMIR make information on WPM charges more widely and consistently available
across Basin states. Under the Water Act, they must contribute to achieving the basin water charging
objectives and principles (box 2.5).

103 Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, April 2010.
104 ‘The impactor pays approach seeks to allocate costs to different individuals, groups of individuals or organisations in
proportion to the contribution that each individual, group of individuals or organisation makes to creating the costs, or the
need for the costs to be incurred’. Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, April 2010,
pp. 14−15.
105 Council of Australian Governments, National Water Initiative pricing principles, April 2010, pp. 14−15.
106 Section 91(1)(c), Water Act 2007.
107 Rule 5(j)(iv), Water Charge (Planning and Management Information) Rules 2010.
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In particular, the WCPMIR allow water users to understand the relationship between the WPM charges
that they pay and the recovery of WPM costs in Basin states. This information is useful for assessing
the degree of cost recovery that Basin states are achieving. Issues remain with Basin states’ disclosure,
however, because the Water Act and the WCPMIR:

do not apply to charges for urban water supply activities or non-Basin water resources
do not require information to be published on activities for which no charge is imposed.108
Basin states agencies have reported a number of issues with the WPM charge and revenue data
provided to the ACCC, including incomplete data and the inability to separate MDB specific data from
state-wide arrangements. These limitations are covered in chapter 7 of the 2017–18 report.

Box 2.5:

Basin water charging objectives and principles

The Basin water charging objectives and principles provide the framework through which all water
charges in the Murray–Darling Basin must be set. As with the Basin water market trading objectives
and principles, they were initially developed as policy commitments under the National Water
Initiative and later enshrined in the Water Act 2007.
The water charging objectives are:

to promote the economically efficient and sustainable use of water resources; and water

infrastructure assets; and government resources devoted to the management of water resources

to ensure sufficient revenue streams to allow efficient delivery of the required services
to facilitate the efficient functioning of water markets (including inter-jurisdictional water
markets, and in both rural and urban settings)

to give effect to the principles of user-pays and achieve pricing transparency in respect of
water storage and delivery in irrigation systems and cost recovery for water planning and
management, and

to avoid perverse or unintended pricing outcomes.109
The water charging principles also establish requirements that relate to charges for water storage
and delivery, cost recovery and public reporting of planning and management charges, the
pricing of environmental externalities, and the benchmarking and review of the efficiency of
pricing services.
The Basin water charging objectives and principles, along with the Basin water market and trading
objectives and principles, are given effect by the Water Charge (Termination Fees) Rules 2009, the
Water Market Rules 2009 and the Basin Plan Water Trading Rules. The full set of water charging
objectives and principles is included at Schedule 2 of the Water Act.
Box 1.4 explains the Basin Plan Water Trading Rules.

108 For these reasons, in our final advice on the water charge rules, we ‘considered that the water charge rules are not an
effective policy tool to ensure the objectives of the NWI relating to planning and management cost recovery are met’.
Because the rules were not effective in providing transparency of cost recovery, we recommended the ‘requirement(s)
[under the rules] to disclose the nature and cost of water planning and management activities related to planning and
management charges be repealed’. We recommended, however, the ‘remaining requirements in the [rules] to disclose
information about planning and management charges [be] retained’. We considered this information was useful because ‘it
informs users of their quantum relative to other charges’ and ‘planning and management charges were usually unavoidable’.
These changes were accepted by the Minister in his notice of intention to amend the water charge rules. See: ACCC, Review
of the Water Charge Rules: final advice, September 2016, pp. 301, 303. See also, Australian Department of Agriculture and
Water Resources, ‘Australian water markets’, http://www.agriculture.gov.au/water/markets, viewed 1 March 2019.
109 Schedule 2, Water Act 2007, p. 573.
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2.3.3

We use seven activity categories to monitor water planning and
management charges

In monitoring WPM charges, we use seven WPM activity categories developed by the NWI Steering
Group on Water Charges:
1. water reform, strategy and policy
2. water planning
3. water management
4. water monitoring and evaluation
5. information management and reporting
6. water administration and regulation
7.

water industry regulation.110

While individual activities by Basin states do not always fit neatly into just one of these categories, we
have continued to class each activity as only the category that fits best (to avoid duplication and ensure
consistency with our previous water monitoring reports).

2.3.4

Basin states use varying approaches to recover water planning
and management costs

The scope and range of WPM activities vary across Basin states. Further, each Basin state takes a
different approach to determining the charges imposed to recover water users’ share of the costs
associated with WPM activities. The differences cover:

the WPM activities for which Basin states seek to recover costs
the water users that are subject to a WPM charge
the proportion of associated WPM costs that the Basin state seeks to recover through charges.
Table 2.2 shows the WPM charge types that each Basin state department and water authority imposes.

110 National Water Initiative Steering Group on Water Charges, Cost recovery for water planning and management in Australia,
appendix B, February 2007.
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Table 2.2

Types of water planning and management charges by Basin state agency
Water access right charges

Basin state department/
water authority
Qld

Department of Natural
Resources, Mines and
Energy

NSW

WaterNSW

ACT

Environment Planning and
Sustainable Development
Directorate

Vic

Fixed volumetric



Variable
volumetric

Fixed
non‑volumetric

Transaction
charge



















Department of
Environment, Land, Water
and Planning



Goulburn–Murray Water




GWMWater
Lower Murray Water
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ACCC from data provided and published by Basin state departments and water authorities.

Charges are often levied on water access rights or allocations
used

Water access right charges are imposed (generally each year) on water users based on the WAE (or
other water access right) that they hold and/or the water allocation used in certain years. These charges
are generally imposed either on the volume of water access rights held (that is, a fixed charge) or the
volume of water delivered (that is, a variable charge). But they may also be levied per water access right
held or per account (as a fixed non-volumetric charge).
Use of water access right WPM charges varies across Basin states—for example:

In New South Wales, WaterNSW collects WPM charges on behalf of DOI Water, in addition to

collecting its own fixed and variable water access right charges for each river valley. These charges
are determined by the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal. Non-volumetric water access
right charges are also imposed, and include minimum charges (a flat fee imposed on customers
whose bills are below a certain amount) and annual meter service charges.

While Victoria’s Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) raises all its WPM
revenues through transactions charges and a broad-based levy (the Environmental Contribution
levy), some regional water authorities (GWMWater and Lower Murray Water) collect water access
right charges.
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In the South Australian MDB, the Department of Environment and Water imposes the NRM levy in

the form of a fixed volumetric water access right charge on entitlements (‘unit shares’) held by water
licence holders, as well as a non-volumetric minimum charge.111 South Australia also imposes annual
meter rental charges, which serve as a non-volumetric water access right charge.

In Queensland, the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy (DNRME) imposes charges
for the WPM activities undertaken by DNRME and SunWater. The charges are set individually for
each water management area. The DNRME’s charges include water harvesting fees—a variable
volumetric water access right charge for extracting water ‘from a river during authorised or
announced high flow periods (for example, flooding) that are specified in the applicable Resource
Operations Plan’.112

In the ACT, the majority of revenue raised for WPM activities comes from the variable water

abstraction charge. The ACT Government sets this use charge on those licensed to take ACT water,
with the majority of the revenue coming from urban water abstraction.113 Non-volumetric access
right charges are imposed through the annual free for the licence to take water.

2.3.6

Non-volumetric water planning and management charges include
broad levies and transaction charges

Non-volumetric WPM charges may be either:

broad-based levies that apply directly or indirectly to water users to fund specific WPM activities, or
transaction charges, such as application fees for trading, transferring or varying water access rights,
or for lodging/registering a transaction with a water registry.

Explaining broad-based levies
Broad-based levies are general levies that are not linked to the holding and/or use of a water access
right. For this reason, they may not be transparently identifiable as a separate charge.
Only DELWP in Victoria imposes a broad-based levy—namely, the Environmental Contribution.
Imposed on all water authorities (both urban and rural), the Environmental Contribution is set by the
Minister as a fixed percentage of the revenue raised from the allowed revenue of water authorities.
It is 5 per cent of revenue from urban water authorities and 2 per cent of revenue from rural water
authorities.114 The Minister sets the levy for a four year cycle. Currently, in its fourth tranche, the
Environmental Contribution is expected to raise $537.1 million from 2016–17 to 2019–20, to fund
initiatives consistent with the purposes set out in the Water Industry Act 1994 (Vic).115
Each water authority’s revenue cap for regulated infrastructure services may include an amount
equivalent to the revenue percentage for the Environmental Contribution. The charge thus flows
through to the regulated charges paid by water users.116

111 The Minister imposes an NRM water levy in all NRM regions in South Australia, but the charge calculation may differ in
regions. In the South Australian MDB, the levy is calculated as a charge per unit shares (entitlements) in kilolitres held by
water licence holders at 1 July each year or, if higher, a minimum annual fee. See: Government of South Australia, South
Australian Government Gazette, 20 June 2017, pp. 2170–3.
112 Water Regulation 2016 (Qld), Schedules 12, 13 and 14.
113 ACT Government, ‘Water abstraction charge’, https://www.environment.act.gov.au/water/water_planning_and_
management/act_water_abstraction_charge, 1 March 2019.
114 These revenues exclude revenue from bulk water and bulk sewerage services provided by one water authority to another
water authority, metropolitan drainage and waterway services, and certain other revenue sources. See: Victorian
Government, Victorian Government Gazette, no. G25, 23 June 2016, pp. 1530–2.
115 See: Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, ‘Environmental Contribution’, www.depi.vic.gov.au/
water/governing-water-resources/environmental-contribution, viewed 8 February 2019.
116 The Essential Services Commission (Victoria) includes, in each water authority’s determination, an Environmental
Contribution amount. Water authorities must specify this contribution in their annual reports. The Environmental
Contributions Order for 2016–17 to 2019–20 expires at 30 June 2020.
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Explaining transaction charges
Transaction charges are imposed when a water user undertakes a particular activity. They are often
associated with a water user’s application to undertake an activity, and with the approval to undertake
that activity.117 Fees associated with trading WAEs or water allocations, for example, are transaction
charges because they are imposed only when a water user engages in that activity. Chapter 3 of the
2017–18 Report discusses trade application charges.
Other transaction charges across Basin states relate to:

registry searches and document lodgement
water meter testing, use and operation
licence related activities
variations to WAEs and/or water allocations
assessments and inspections.
Non-volumetric and fixed water access right charges, and broad-based levies provide revenue certainty
to Basin state agencies. This certainty is due to the limited variability in water user numbers and in the
total volume of WAEs on issue. In contrast, variable water access right charges provide less certain
revenue because water use can vary significantly across years. Transaction charges depend on water
users engaging in particular activities for which a transaction charge is levied (for example, the trade of
water access rights), so they too can fluctuate each year.

2.4

Termination charges provide for future costs

The WCTFR balance the interests of irrigators that are exiting an irrigation district with the interests of
irrigators that wish to remain, by capping termination fees at 10 times the IIO’s total (fixed) network
access charges actually paid (or payable) by the irrigator in the relevant year. Further, an irrigator can no
longer be made to pay a termination fee simply because they traded their water access right or WDR.
This approach promotes the efficient use of and investment in irrigation infrastructure, and the efficient
functioning of water markets.

117 Such charges can still be calculated on a quantitative basis (for example, per ML). An example is a trade application charge
levied per ML of water traded.
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